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Abstract. Let n > 3 be a natural number. By a 1975 result of H. Strietz, the
lattice Part(n) of all partitions of an n-element set has a four-element gener-
ating set. In 1983, L. Za´dori gave a new proof of this fact with a particularly
elegant construction. Based on his construction from 1983, the present paper
gives a lower bound on the number ν(n) of four-element generating sets of
Part(n). We also present a computer assisted statistical approach to ν(n) for
small values of n.
In his 1983 paper, L. Za´dori also proved that for n ≥ 7, the lattice Part(n)
has a four element generating set that is not an antichain. He left the problem
whether such a generating set for n ∈ {5, 6} exists open. Here we solve this
problem in negative for n = 5 and in affirmative for n = 6.
Finally, the main theorem asserts that the direct product of some powers
of partition lattices is four-generated. In particular, by the first part of this
theorem, Part(n1) × Part(n2) is four-generated for any two distinct integers
n1 and n2 that are at least 5. The second part of the theorem is technical but
it has two corollaries that are easy to understand. Namely, the direct product
Part(n)× Part(n+ 1)× · · · × Part(3n− 14) is four-generated for each integer
n ≥ 9. Also, for every positive integer u, the u-th the direct power of the
direct product Part(n)×Part(n+ 1)× · · · ×Part(n+ u− 1) is four-generated
for all but finitely many n. If we do not insist on too many direct factors,
then the exponent can be quite large. For example, our theorem implies that
the 10127-th direct power of Part(1011) × Part(1012) × · · · × Part(2020) is
four-generated.
1. Introduction
Goal. For a non-empty set A, let Part(A) denote the lattice of all partitions of A.
Also, for a positive integer n, let Part(n) stand for Part({1, 2, . . . , n}). Note that
Part(n) is a semimodular and, in fact, a geometric lattice, which occurs frequently in
lattice theory, universal algebra, and combinatorics. We know from Strietz [18, 19]
that for n ≥ 3, Part(n) is four-generated, that is, it has a four-element generating
set. We also know that Part(n) is not three-generated provided n ≥ 4. A four-
element generating set, different from and, in fact, more elegant than Strietz’s, was
found by Za´dori [20]. Implicitly, some other four-element generating sets occur in
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Cze´dli [2, 3, 4], which deal with infinite partition lattices. Hence, taking into account
that Part(n) has n! many automorphisms (those induced by the permutations of
{1, . . . , n}) and that automorphisms send generating sets to generating sets, it is
clear that Part(n) has many four-element generating sets. It is natural to ask how
many. So, for n ∈ N+ := {1, 2, 3, . . . },
let us denote the number of four-element
generating sets of Part(n) by ν(n);
}
(1.1)
our first goal is to investigate this number. In addition to the fact that it is generally
reasonable to enumerate our interesting objects in lattice theory, another ingredient
of our motivation is given in an earlier and somewhat parallel paper, Cze´dli [7,
last section]. When dealing with ν(n), it causes some difficulty that Part(n) has
very many elements and a complicated structure; for example, each finite lattice is
embeddable in Part(n) for some n by a classical result of Pudla´k and Tu˚ma [14].
This explains that, instead of determining the exact or the asymptotic value of ν(n),
we can only give a lower bound for ν(n). This lower bound is better than what
would trivially follow from Za´dori [20] and Cze´dli [2, 3, 4] with n! automorphisms
taken into account; see above, before (1.1). We prove the validity of our lower
bound by constructing involved four-element generating sets of Part(n); these sets
are motivated by but differ from those occurring in the afore-mentioned papers.
Since the lower bound for ν(n) that we are able to prove is not sharp, we have
developed some computer programs for investigating ν(n) for some small values
of n. The results obtained in this way are analyzed with the usual methods of
mathematical statistics.
As an immediate use of our efforts to estimate ν(n), we have found and proved
our main result, Theorem 4.4, which states that certain direct products of direct
powers of partitions lattices are still four-generated. For example, for any integers
5 ≤ n1 < n2, the direct product Part(n1)×Part(n2) is four-generated. If the reader
decides to jump ahead to cast a quick glance at the technical second part of the main
result, he is advised to look at Corollaries 4.1 and 4.2 first. Note that the direct
products in the main result are geometric lattices; indeed, they are semimodular
for example by Cze´dli and Walendziak [5], and they are clearly atomistic.
Outline. In Section 2, we recall some basic facts and definitions, and we fix some
notation and convention used in the whole paper. Also, Propositions 2.1 and 2.2
solve Za´dori’s problem about the existence of such a four-element generating set
of Part(5) and Part(6) that is not an antichain. For 5 ≤ n ∈ N+ := {1, 2, 3, . . . },
Section 3 gives a lower bound of the number ν(n) of four-element generating sets
of Part(n). Section 4 formulates and proves Theorem 4.4 about the existence of
four-element generating sets in certain direct products of direct powers of parti-
tions lattices; Corollaries 4.1 and 4.2 as well as Example 4.5 are worth separate
mentioning here. Finally, Section 5 outlines what our computer programs do, gives
some facts achieved by these programs, and draws some conclusions and conjectures
supported by mathematical statistics.
Joint authorship. It is not common that a lattice theorist and an expert of
mathematical statistics work jointly. This unusual circumstance explains that we
give some details of the authors’ contributions. The two purely lattice theoretical
sections, Sections 3 and 4, are due to the first author. Sections 2 and 5, that is,
both sections that benefit from computers, are joint work, and so are most of the
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data obtained by computers. The statistical analysis of the data in Section 5 is due
to the second author.
Let us take the opportunity to draw a general conclusion of this sort of joint work.
Sometimes, research in lattice theory as well as in some other fields of mathematics
produces numerical data. Even if statistics is not a substitute for a mathematical
proof, it can give confidence in conjectures and in directions we try to go further.
2. (1 + 1 + 2)-generation
We know from Strietz [18, 19] and Za´dori [20] that, for n ≥ 4, if Part(n) has
a four-element generating set, then this generating set is a so-called (1 + 1 + 2)-
poset, that is, exactly two of the four generators are comparable. If Part(n) has
such a generating set, then we say that Part(n) has a (1 + 1 + 2)-generating set.
The purpose of this section is to prove the following two statements, which solve a
problem raised by Za´dori [20]
Proposition 2.1. The partition lattice Part(6) has a (1 + 1 + 2)-generating set.
Proposition 2.2. Every four-element generating set of Part(5) is an antichain.
Hence, Part(5) has no (1 + 1 + 2)-generating set.
Figure 1. A (1 + 1 + 2)-generating set for Equ(6)
As usual, associated with a partition U of A, we define an equivalence relation
piU of A as the collection of all pairs (x, y) ∈ A2 such that x and y belong to the
same block of U . As it is well known, the equivalence relations and the partitions
of A mutually determine each other, and piU ≤ piV if and only if U ≤ V . (Here
piU ≤ piV means that piU ⊆ piV as sets of pairs of elements of A.) Hence, the
lattice Equ(A) of all equivalence relations of A (in short, the equivalence lattice of
A) is isomorphic to Part(A). In what follows, we do not make a sharp distinction
between a partition and the corresponding equivalence relation; no matter which
of them is given, we can use the other one without warning. Typically, we speak
of partitions lattices in the main statements but we prefer to speak of equivalence
lattices in the proofs.
Convention 2.3. Almost exclusively, we are going to define our equivalence rela-
tions and the corresponding partitions by (undirected edge-coloured) graphs; mul-
tiple edges are allowed. Even when we give an equivalence relation by a defining
equation, there is a graph in the background. Each edge of the graph is colored by
one of the colors α, β, γ, δ, and ε. On the vertex set of such a graph A, Figure 1
and the other figures in the paper define an equivalence (relation) α ∈ Equ(A) in
the following way: deleting all edges but the α-colored ones, the components of the
remaining graph are the blocks of the partition associated with α. In other words,
〈x, y〉 ∈ α if and only if there is an α-coloured path from vertex x to vertex y in
the graph, that is, a path (of possibly zero length) all of whose edges are α-colored.
The equivalences β, γ, δ, and (sometimes) ε are defined analogously.
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Notation 2.4. Following Cze´dli [7], we adopt the following notation. Assume
that A is a base set and we are interested in its partitions or, equivalently, in its
equivalence relations. For elements u1, . . . , uk of A, the partition of A with block
{u1, . . . , uk} such that all the other blocks are singletons will be denoted by
[[u1, . . . uk ]]
e.
Usually but not always, the elements u1, . . . , uk are assumed to be pairwise distinct.
Note that [[u1, u1 ]]
e is ∆, the least equivalence relation of A, that is, the zero element
of Equ(A). For κ, λ ∈ Equ(A), the meet and the join of κ and λ, denoted by κλ
(or κ · λ) and κ + λ, are the intersection and the transitive hull of the union of κ
and λ, respectively. The usual precedence rules apply; for example, xy+ xz stands
for (x ∧ y) ∨ (x ∧ z). Lattice terms are composed from variables and join and meet
operation signs in the usual way; for example, f(x1, x2, x3, x4) = x1(x3 + x4) +
(x1 + x3)x4 is a quaternary lattice term. Given a lattice L and u1, . . . , uk ∈ L, the
sublattice generated by {u1, . . . , uk} is denoted and defined by
[u1, . . . , uk]lat := {f(u1, . . . , uk) : u1, . . . , uk ∈ L, f is a lattice term}. (2.1)
Our arguments will often use the following technical lemma from Za´dori [20],
which has been used also in Cze´dli [2, 3, 4] and in some other papers like Kulin [11].
Note that the proof of this lemma is straightforward.
Lemma 2.5 (“Circle Principle”). Let d0, d1, . . . , dt−1 be pairwise distinct elements
of a set A. Then, for any 0 ≤ i < j ≤ t− 1 and in the lattice Equ(A),
[[di, dj ]]
e =
(
[[di, di+1 ]]
e + [[di+1, di+2 ]]
e · · ·+ [[dj−1, dj ]]e
) · ([[dj , dj+1 ]]e
+ · · ·+ [[dt−2, dt−1 ]]e + [[dt−1, d0 ]]e + [[d0, d1 ]]e + · · ·+ [[di−1, di ]]e
)
.
(2.2)
Consequently, [[di, dj ]]
e ∈ [ [[d0, d1 ]]e, [[d1, d2 ]]e, . . . , [[dt−2, dt−1 ]]e, [[dt−1, d0 ]]e ]lat.
For later reference, note the following. If all the joinands (formally, the sum-
mands) in (2.2) are substitution values of appropriate quaternary terms, then so is
[[di, dj ]]
e of a longer quaternary term, which is defined according to (2.2) and
which we denote by êdi,dj . (2.3)
Armed with our conventions and notations, the first proof in the paper runs as
follows.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Let A := {u1, u2, . . . , u6}. Figure 1, according to Con-
vention 2.3, indicates that we consider the following equivalences of A
α = [[u4, u5, u6 ]]
e, γ = [[u1, u2, u4 ]]
e + [[u3, u5 ]]
e
ε = [[u1, u2, u3 ]]
e, δ = [[u1, u3, u6 ]]
e + [[u2, u5 ]]
e,
(2.4)
and let β := α+ ε. Since α < β, the set X := {α, β, γ, δ} is of order type 1 + 1 + 2.
Let S be the sublattice generated by X; we are going to show that X = Equ(A).
Observe that
[[u2, u1 ]]
e = βγ ∈ S, [[u1, u3 ]]e = βδ ∈ S,
[[u5, u4 ]]
e = α(γ + [[u1, u3 ]]
e) ∈ S, [[u6, u5 ]]e = α(δ + [[u2, u1 ]]e) ∈ S,
[[u4, u2 ]]
e = γ(δ + [[u5, u4 ]]
e) ∈ S, and [[u3, u6 ]]e = δ(γ + [[u6, u5 ]]e) ∈ S.
Hence, Lemma 2.5 applies to the circle 〈u1, u3, u6, u5, u4, u2〉, and we obtain that all
atoms of Part(A) are in S. But Part(A) is an atomistic lattice, that is, each of its
elements is the join of some atoms; this completes the proof of Proposition 2.1. 
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Proof of Proposition 2.2. Unfortunately, we have no elegant proof. However, we
have computer programs1 that list all four-element generating sets of Part(5); there
are exactly 5305 such sets. And we have another program that checks if these 5305
sets are antichains. The application of this program completes the proof. 
3. A lower bound on the number of four-element generating sets
First of all, we extend Convention 2.3 by the following one.
Convention 3.1. In our figures what follow, every horizontal straight edge is α-
colored, even if this is not always indicated. The straight edges of slope −1, that
is the southeast-northwest edges, are β-colored while the straight edges with slope
1, that is the southwest-northeast edges, are γ-colored. Finally, the solid curved
edges are δ-colored. (We should disregard the dashed curved edges unless otherwise
stated.) Figure 2 helps to keep this convention in mind. Note that later in the paper,
α, . . . , δ will often be “decorated” by superscripts like ϕ but these decorations will
not appear in our figures. For example, Figure 6 visualizes βϕ with β-colored edges
rather than βϕ-colored ones.
Figure 2. Notation for α, β, γ and δ
Also, let us agree upon that∑
for all meaningful x
[[ux, vx ]]
e will be denoted by
[[ux, vx ]]
e
∀ or [[uy, vy ]]
e
∀;
 (3.1)
that is, each of x and y in subscript or superscript position will mean that a join is
formed for all meaningful values of these subscripts or superscripts. If only a part
of the meaningful subscripts or superscripts are needed in a join, then the following
notational convention will be in effect:
[[〈u(i), v(i)〉 : i ∈ I ]]e stands for
∑
i∈I
[[u(i), v(i) ]]e. (3.2)
For an odd positive integer m, to be referred to as Z-length, define
k = zwid(m) :=
m+ 3
2
, to be referred to as Z-width. (3.3)
Equivalently, we can assume that the Z-width k ≥ 2 is given; then
m = zlen(k) := 2k − 3. (3.4)
The letter Z in “Z-length” and “Z-width” has been chosen to remind us that an
important particular case of what we are going to define is due to Za´dori [20]. Let
us emphasize that m (possibly with a subscript or superscript) in this paper is
always an odd positive integer. Given m and k = zwid(m) as above, a pair 〈s, t〉 of
nonnegative integers is called a necktie (with respect to Z-length m or with respect
to Z-width k) if either 〈s, t〉 = 〈1, 1〉, or 0 ≤ s < t ≤ k− 1 = zwid(m)− 1. The pair
1These programs are available from the authors’ websites
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〈1, 1〉 is called the trivial necktie while we speak of a nontrivial necktie if s < t.
By a pin vector (for a configuration to be defined soon) of Z-length m we mean a
vector ~x = 〈x1, . . . , xm〉 of m bits. That is, each xi is 0 or 1. In Section 4, it will
be made clear why “pin” occurs in our terminology. Pin vectors are the same as
bit vectors but pin vectors are used for a specific purpose. The number of bits, m,
is also called the dimension of ~x. By an identification quadruple ϕ or, in short, an
id-quadruple we mean a quadruple
ϕ = 〈m, s, t, ~z〉 such that ~z is an m-dimensional bit vector and
either 〈s, t〉 = 〈1, 1〉, or s and t are integers satisfying 0 ≤ s <
t ≤ zwid(m)−1. We will often denote m, s, t, and ~z by mϕ, sϕ,
tϕ, and ~zϕ, respectively. Also, we are going to use the notation
kϕ := zwid(m) and nϕ :=
{
m+ 4, if 〈s, t〉 = 〈1, 1〉;
m+ 5, otherwise.

(3.5)
Figure 3. Z[〈9, 1, 1,~0〉], that is, Za´dori’s thirteen element config-
uration (disregard the dashed arcs)
The pair 〈s, t〉 = 〈sϕ, tϕ〉 is the necktie of ϕ. Note that ϕ is determined by the
triple 〈sϕ, tϕ, ~zϕ〉. However, we use quadruples rather than triples because, say,
ϕ := 〈3, 1, 2,~0〉 is not determined by 〈1, 2,~0〉 without specifying the dimension of
the zero vector in it. If we need another id-quadruple, we usually denote it by
ϕ′ = 〈m′, s′, t′, ~z ′〉 = 〈mϕ′ , sϕ′ , tϕ′ , ~z ′〉, and we also
use the notation k′ = kϕ′ = zwid(m′) and n′ = nϕ′ .
}
(3.6)
Also, if sϕ 6= tϕ, then we define the
necktie-free version ϕ− := 〈mϕ, 1, 1, ~zϕ〉 of ϕ, and we use
the notation ϕ− = 〈mϕ− , sϕ− , tϕ− , ~zϕ−〉 = 〈mϕ, 1, 1, ~zϕ〉,
kϕ− = zwid(mϕ−), and n
− = nϕ− = nϕ − 1.
 (3.7)
In other words, we obtain ϕ− from ϕ by changing the nontrivial necktie of ϕ to the
trivial one. Associated with an id-quadruple ϕ from (3.5), we define an nϕ-element
system Z[ϕ] as follows; this system will be called a configuration or, if ϕ needs to
be specified, a ϕ-configuration. Letting k := kϕ, the underlying set of Z[ϕ] is also
denoted by Z[ϕ] and it consists of
aϕ0 , a
ϕ
1 , . . . , a
ϕ
k , b
ϕ
0 , b
ϕ
1 , . . . , b
ϕ
k−1, c
ϕ
such that the elements aϕ0 , . . . , , a
ϕ
k , b
ϕ
0 , . . . , b
ϕ
k−1 are pair-
wise distinct, cϕ is distinct from the previous elements if
sϕ < tϕ, and c
ϕ = bϕ1 if 〈sϕ, tϕ〉 = 〈1, 1〉; so |Z[ϕ]| = nϕ.
 (3.8)
Without their superscripts, these elements are visualized in Figures 3 and 4 for
ϕ = 〈9, 1, 1,~0〉, Figure 5 for ϕ = 〈3, 0, 1,~0〉, and Figure 6 for ϕ = 〈9, 1, 4,~0〉;
disregard the dashed arcs (and arrows) in Figures 3, 5, 6 and the dotted and dashed
ovals in Figure 4. (The dashed arcs will be needed later.) The elements of Z[ϕ] are
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always placed in the plane in the way shown by the above-mentioned figures; this
will be necessary to maintain Convention 3.1. Note that regardless the value of the
necktie 〈s, t〉 := 〈sϕ, tϕ〉, cϕ is the intersection point of the line through aϕs and bϕs
with the line through aϕt+1 and b
ϕ
t . Let m := mϕ and k := kϕ. The edges 〈aϕ0 , aϕ1 〉,
〈bϕ0 , bϕ1 〉, 〈aϕ1 , aϕ2 〉, 〈bϕ1 , bϕ2 〉, 〈aϕ2 , aϕ3 〉, 〈bϕ2 , bϕ3 〉, . . . , 〈bϕk−2, bϕk−1〉, 〈aϕk−1, aϕk 〉, listed
in zigzags,
will be denoted by Iϕ0 , I
ϕ
1 , I
ϕ
2 , I
ϕ
3 , I
ϕ
4 , I
ϕ
5 , . . . I
ϕ
m, I
ϕ
m+1, (3.9)
respectively; see Figures 3–5, where the superscripts ϕ are omitted. The least
equivalence collapsing the endpoints of Ij will be denoted by [[Ij ]]
e, that is, [[I0 ]]
e =
[[aϕ0 , a
ϕ
1 ]]
e, [[I1 ]]
e = [[bϕ0 , b
ϕ
1 ]]
e, etc. In order to turn Z[ϕ] into a structure, we define
the following equivalences; zi will denote the i-th bit of ~zϕ:
αϕ := [[aϕ0 , a
ϕ
1 , . . . a
ϕ
k ]]
e + [[bϕ0 , b
ϕ
1 , . . . b
ϕ
k−1 ]]
e
= [[aϕx , a
ϕ
x+1 ]]
e
∀ + [[b
ϕ
y , b
ϕ
y+1 ]]
e
∀,
βϕ := [[bϕs , c
ϕ ]]e + [[aϕx , b
ϕ
x ]]
e
∀
= [[bϕs , c
ϕ ]]e + [[〈aϕi , bϕi 〉 : 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1]]e,
γϕ := [[bϕt , c
ϕ ]]e + [[aϕx+1, b
ϕ
x ]]
e
∀
= [[bϕt , c
ϕ ]]e + [[〈aϕi+1, bϕi 〉 : 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1]]e,
δϕ := [[aϕ0 , b
ϕ
0 ]]
e + [[aϕk , b
ϕ
k−1 ]]
e +
m∑
i=1
zi=1
[[Ii ]]
e,
and we let Z[ϕ] := 〈Z[ϕ];αϕ, βϕ, γϕ, δϕ〉. (3.10)
So, the ϕ-configuration is defined by (3.10). Let us emphasize that even if I0
and Im+1 are defined, they do not occur in the definition of δ
ϕ. According to
Convention 3.1, the equivalences αϕ, βϕ, and γϕ are visualized by Figures 3, 4, 5,
and 6. For ~z = ~0, δϕ is visualized only if we omit all the dashed arcs. However,
if ~z 6= ~0, then only some of the dashed arcs should be omitted and the rest should
be changed to solid arcs. The particular case Z[〈m, 1, 1,~0〉] is the so-called Za´dori
Configuration of odd size n〈m,1,1,~0〉 = |Z[〈m, 1, 1,~0〉]| = m + 4; this configuration
was introduced (with different notation) in Za´dori [20]. For this particular case,
the following lemma is due to Za´dori [20]. For the even case, that is, for the case
of nontrivial neckties, our Z[ϕ] is different from Za´dori’s one even when ~zϕ = ~0.
Figure 4. For ϕ = 〈9, 1, 1,~0〉, the lower and upper bounds of
fϕ4 (µ
ϕ) are illustrated by the solid oval and the dotted oval, re-
spectively, while ∗f6(µϕ) is given by the dashed oval
Lemma 3.2. For every id-quadruple ϕ, the equivalence lattice Equ(Z[ϕ]) is gen-
erated by {αϕ, βϕ, γϕ, δϕ}. Consequently, Part(n) is four-generated for all natural
numbers n ≥ 5.
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Proof of Lemma 3.2. With the quadruple µ := 〈α, β, γ, δ〉 of variables, we define the
following quaternary terms by induction; even and odd subscripts will be denoted
by 2 | i and 2 6 | i, respectively.
β
ϕ
(µ) := β(α+ δ), γϕ(µ) := γ(α+ δ) (3.11)
fϕ0 (µ) := α(β
ϕ
(µ) · δ + γϕ), and for i ≤ mϕ, (3.12)
fϕi+1(µ) :=

(
fϕi (µ) + β
ϕ
(µ)
)
α, if 2 | i, i < mϕ, and zi+1 = 0;(
fϕi (µ) + β
ϕ
(µ)
)
αδ, if 2 | i, i < mϕ, and zi+1 = 1;(
fϕi (µ) + γ
ϕ(µ)
)
α, if 2 6 | i, and i = mϕ or zi+1 = 0;(
fϕi (µ) + γ
ϕ(µ)
)
αδ, if 2 6 | i, i < mϕ, and zi+1 = 1.
(3.13)
Since mϕ is always odd, the inequality i < mϕ in the first two lines of (3.13)
is only a redundant information with the purpose of increasing the readability of
the proof. The condition in third line of (3.13) abbreviates that i is odd and, in
addition, either i = mϕ (and then zi+1 is undefined), or i < mϕ and zi+1 = 0. Note
our convention: overlined greek letters stand for variables or terms or a tuple of
variables; they are meaningful in all lattices not just in equivalence lattices. Note
also that β
ϕ
(µ) rather than β in (3.12) is redundant but this is on purpose, which
will be clear after that (3.48)–(3.50) are used. Lots of similar redundancy can be
detected in the rest of this section. Furthermore, some inequalities and equalities
stated in this section will only be used in the next section; they are all obtained by
trivial inductions.
We also define the following terms.
∗f0(µ) := α
(
γϕ(µ)δ + β
ϕ
(µ)
)
(3.14)
∗fi+1(µ) :=
{(∗fi(µ) + γϕ(µ))α, if 2 | i ;(∗fi(µ) + βϕ(µ))α, if 2 6 | i. (3.15)
Note that while
fϕi (µ) is defined only for 0 ≤ i ≤ mϕ + 1, (3.16)
the terms ∗fi(µ) are defined for all i ∈ N0. For convenience, we let
µϕ := 〈αϕ, βϕ, γϕ, γϕ〉; (3.17)
see (3.10). The restriction of an equivalence of Z[ϕ] to a subset B ⊆ Z[ϕ] will be
denoted by εeB ; that is, εeB := {〈u, v〉 ∈ ε : u ∈ B and v ∈ B}. After observing
that
β
ϕ
(µϕ) = βϕe{aϕ0 ,aϕ1 ,...,aϕkϕ ,bϕ0 ,bϕ1 ,...,bϕkϕ−1} and (3.18)
γϕ(µϕ) = γϕe{aϕ0 ,aϕ1 ,...,aϕkϕ ,bϕ0 ,bϕ1 ,...,bϕkϕ−1} , (3.19)
a straightforward induction shows that for any id-quadruples ϕ and ϕ′, see (3.5)
and (3.6),
fϕ
′
i (µ
ϕ) ≤ [[Iϕj : 0 ≤ j ≤ min(i,mϕ + 1)]]e for i ≤ mϕ′ + 1; (3.20)
in particular, fϕi (µ
ϕ) ≤ [[Iϕj : 0 ≤ j ≤ i]]e for 0 ≤ i ≤ mϕ + 1. (3.21)
Since we work with restrictions according to (3.20) and (3.21) and since we do not
use any “outer element”, let us point out now and let us observe in what follows
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that
if the (2kϕ + 1)-element set {aϕ0 , . . . , aϕkϕ , b
ϕ
0 , . . . , b
ϕ
kϕ−1}
is a subset of a set A and the restrictions of αϕ, . . . , δϕ are
the equivalences described in (3.10), then (3.20) and (3.21)
are valid and the forthcoming equalities and inequalities up
to (3.36) will be valid even in Equ(A).
 (3.22)
Similarly to (3.21), we obtain by an easy induction that
[[Iϕi ]]
e ≤ fϕi (µϕ) for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,mϕ + 1}. (3.23)
For a bit vector ~x = 〈x1, x2, . . . , xdim(~x)〉 and an integer i ∈ {1, . . . ,dim(~x)}, we
define the i-dimensional initial segment of ~x as follows:
init(~x, i) = 〈x1, x2, . . . , xi〉. (3.24)
For m-dimensional bit vectors ~x ′ and ~x ′′, the inequality ~x ′ ≤ ~x ′′ is understood as
(∀i ≤ m)(x′i ≤ x′′i ). For later reference, note that if mϕ = dim(~zϕ) ≤ dim(~zϕ′) =
mϕ′ , then the same induction as the one used for (3.23) also shows the following.
Assume that i ≤ mϕ + 1 and i ≤ mϕ′ + 1. Assume
also that if i = mϕ + 1, then either i = mϕ′ + 1,
or i < mϕ′ + 1 and the i-th bit of ~zϕ′ is 0. Then
init(~zϕ′ ,mϕ) ≤ ~zϕ implies that [[Iϕi ]]e ≤ fϕ
′
i (µ
ϕ).
 (3.25)
For convenience at later references, we combine (3.21) and (3.23) into
[[Iϕi ]]
e ≤ fϕi (µϕ) ≤ [[Iϕj : 0 ≤ j ≤ i]]e for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,mϕ + 1}. (3.26)
An induction similar to what was needed for (3.21) yields that
∗fi(µϕ) = [[I
ϕ
j : mϕ + 1− i ≤ j ≤ mϕ + 1]]e for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,mϕ + 1}. (3.27)
According to (3.26) and (3.27), we think of the terms fϕi and the terms
∗fi as the
terms going to the right and the terms going to the left, respectively. This visual
idea, which goes back to Za´dori [20], is important both in this section and in the
next one. Equations (3.26) and (3.27) are illustrated in Figure 4. Motivated by
this figure, we define the following terms.
gϕj (µ) := f
ϕ
j (µ) · ∗fmϕ+1−j(µ), for j ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,mϕ + 1}. (3.28)
Combining (3.20) and (3.27), it follows that for any id-quadruples ϕ and ϕ′ such
that mϕ′ = mϕ,
gϕ
′
j (µ
ϕ) ≤ [[Iϕj ]]e for j ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,mϕ + 1 = mϕ′ + 1}. (3.29)
We can state even more for ϕ′ = ϕ since then (3.23) is also at our disposal to obtain
the converse inequality. That is, it is clear by (3.26) and (3.27), or by Figure 4,
that
gϕj (µ
ϕ) = [[Iϕj ]]
e for j ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,mϕ + 1}. (3.30)
Next, we define two additional quaternary terms, the side terms
gleft(µ) := β
ϕ
(µ) · δ and gright(µ) := γϕ(µ) · δ. (3.31)
Trivially,
gleft(µϕ) := [[aϕ0 , b
ϕ
0 ]]
e and gright(µϕ) := [[aϕk , b
ϕ
k−1 ]]
e. (3.32)
Now, depending on the necktie, the proof splits into two cases.
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First, we assume that the necktie of Z[ϕ] is trivial, that is, 〈sϕ, tϕ〉 = 〈1, 1〉.
With k := kϕ, let
〈d0, d1, . . . , dt−1〉 := 〈aϕ0 , aϕ1 , . . . , aϕk , bϕk−1, bϕk−2, . . . , bϕ0 〉. (3.33)
Based on (3.30), (3.32), and (3.33), equality (2.2) together with (2.3) define a
quaternary term êu,v(µ) for any two distinct u, v ∈ Z[ϕ]. This allows us to define
a term eϕu,v(µ) for any u, v ∈ Z[ϕ] as follows.
eϕu,v(µ) :=
{
the above-mentioned êu,v(µ), if u 6= v;
α · βϕ(µ) · γϕ(µ) · δ, if u = v. (3.34)
It follows from (3.30), (3.32), and Lemma 2.5 that
eϕu,v(µ
ϕ) = [[u, v ]]e for any u, v ∈ Z[ϕ], provided ϕ is necktie-free. (3.35)
Now let ϕ and ϕ′ be arbitrary id-quadruples such that mϕ = mϕ′ . (In this
paragraph, we do not have to assume that their neckties are trivial.) Using the
terms (3.31), which do not depend on ϕ, and the terms occurring in (3.29) rather
than in (3.30), and still based on the circle (3.33) so that its superscripts are
changed to ϕ′, (3.34) defines a quaternary term eϕ
′
u,v(µ). Similarly to the previous
paragraph, we obtain from (3.29), (3.32), and Lemma 2.5 that
if mϕ = mϕ′ , then e
ϕ′
u,v(µ
ϕ) ≤ [[u, v ]]e for
any u, v in {aϕ0 , . . . , aϕkϕ , b
ϕ
0 , . . . , b
ϕ
kϕ−1}.
}
(3.36)
Figure 5. Z[〈3, 0, 1,~0〉]
Second, assume that the necktie 〈s, t〉 := 〈sϕ, tϕ〉 is nontrivial. Comment (3.22)
allows us to use the terms associated with the necktie-free version ϕ−. Let k :=
kϕ = kϕ− . We can identify a
ϕ−
0 , . . . , a
ϕ−
k , b
ϕ−
0 , . . . , b
ϕ−
k−1 with a
ϕ
0 , . . . , a
ϕ
k , b
ϕ
0 ,
. . . , bϕk−1, respectively. That is, we consider Z[ϕ
−] = {aϕ0 , . . . , aϕk , bϕ0 , . . . , bϕk−1} a
subset of Z[ϕ]. This allows us to let
eϕu,v(µ) := e
ϕ−
u,v(µ), for u, v ∈ Z[ϕ−]; see (3.34). (3.37)
It follows form (3.22) and (3.35) that
eϕu,v(µ
ϕ) = [[u, v ]]e, for u, v ∈ Z[ϕ−]. (3.38)
Define
eϕas,c(µ) := β ·
(
γ + eϕas,at+1(µ)
)
=: eϕc,as(µ) and
eϕat+1,c(µ) := γ ·
(
β + eϕas,at+1(µ)
)
=: eϕc,at+1(µ).
}
(3.39)
It follows easily from (3.38) and the construction of Z[ϕ] that
eϕas,c(µ
ϕ) = eϕc,as(µ
ϕ) = [[aϕs , c
ϕ ]]e and
eϕat+1,c(µ)) = e
ϕ
c,at+1(µ)) = [[a
ϕ
t+1, c
ϕ ]]e.
(3.40)
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Next, we define a “circle” 〈d0, d1, . . . , dt−1〉 of all elements of Z[ϕ] as follows, see
the dashed arrows in Figure 6:
〈d0, . . . , dt−1〉 := 〈aϕ0 , aϕ1 , . . . , aϕs , cϕ, aϕt+1, aϕt+2, . . . ,
aϕk , b
ϕ
k−1, b
ϕ
k−2, . . . , b
ϕ
t , a
ϕ
t , b
ϕ
t−1, a
ϕ
t−1, b
ϕ
t−2,
aϕt−2, . . . , a
ϕ
s+1, b
ϕ
s , b
ϕ
s−1, . . . , b
ϕ
0 〉.
 (3.41)
As (3.38) and (3.40) show, every two neighbouring elements of this circle have
already been “taken care of”. Hence, based on (3.38) and (3.40), equality (2.2),
(2.3), and (3.41) define a quaternary term
êu,v(µ) (3.42)
for any two distinct u and v such that cϕ ∈ {u, v} ⊆ Z[ϕ]. After letting s = sϕ
and t := tϕ, we let, for any u, v ∈ Z[ϕ],
eϕu,v(µ) :=

eϕ
−
u,v(µ), if u, v ∈ Z[ϕ−] as in (3.37);
eϕu,v(µ) from (3.39), if {u, v} ∈ {{aϕs , cϕ}, {aϕt+1, cϕ}};
α · βϕ(µ) · γϕ(µ) · δ, if u = v = c;
êu,v(µ) from (3.42), otherwise.
(3.43)
Note for later reference that, due to the first line of (3.43),
for any u, v ∈ Z[ϕ−], the term eϕu,v(µ) defined in (3.37)
and eϕu,v(µ) defined in (3.43) are the same terms.
(3.44)
We conclude from (3.38) and (3.44) (for u, v ∈ Z[ϕ−]), (3.40), and Lemma 2.5 that
eϕu,v(µ
ϕ) = [[u, v ]]e for any u, v ∈ Z[ϕ]. (3.45)
Due to (3.22) and (3.44), (3.35) becomes a particular case of (3.45). Therefore,
eϕu,v(µ
ϕ) = [[u, v ]]e for any id-quadruple ϕ and any u, v ∈ Z[ϕ]. (3.46)
Figure 6. Z[〈9, 1, 4,~0〉]; the dashed arrows indicate the “circle” (3.41)
Next, we interrupt the argument for the sake of some comments, which will be
important only after the proof. First, observe that the terms eϕu,v(µ) defined in
(3.43), see also (3.37) and (3.44), depend on those defined in (3.34). If we replace
the terms in (3.34) by those occurring in (3.36), which are terms yielding smaller
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values by the comparison of (3.35) and (3.36), then we clearly obtain terms eϕ
′
u,v(µ)
with smaller values. This proves the following counterpart of (3.46):
Let ϕ and ϕ′ be id-quadruples such that mϕ =
mϕ′ , and let us identify a
ϕ
0 , . . . , a
ϕ
kϕ
, bϕ0 , . . . , b
ϕ
kϕ−1 with
aϕ
′
0 , . . . , a
ϕ′
kϕ′
, bϕ
′
0 , . . . , b
ϕ′
kϕ′−1, respectively. We identify c
ϕ and
cϕ
′
if and only if 〈sϕ, tϕ〉 = 〈sϕ′ , tϕ′〉 Then eϕ
′
u,v(µ
ϕ) ≤ [[u, v ]]e
holds in Equ(Z[ϕ]) for any u, v ∈ Z[ϕ] ∩ Z[ϕ−].

(3.47)
Note that {aϕ0 , . . . , aϕkϕ , b
ϕ
0 , . . . , b
ϕ
kϕ−1} ⊆ Z[ϕ] ∩ Z[ϕ′] holds above, due to the
identification of elements; of course, kϕ = kϕ′ also holds.
In order to define covering terms, assume till the end of the present proof that no
parentheses are omitted from lattice terms just because the binary lattice operations
are associative. That is, we cannot omit the parentheses from, say (x1x2)x3. Let
τ1 and τ2 be subterms of a lattice term τ . If τ1 is a proper subterm of τ2 but τ1
is not a proper subterm of any proper subterm of τ2, then we say that τ2 is the
covering term of τ1 in τ . Any proper subterm of τ has a unique covering term
(in τ). The term τ itself has no covering term but this case will not occur below.
For later reference, let us observe that the terms occurring in this proof can be
parenthesized in a straightforward way so that in these terms,
the only covering terms of δ are the following
four: α+ δ, αδ, β
ϕ
(µ)δ, and γϕ(µ)δ;
}
(3.48)
apart from the trivial terms êu,u and e
ϕ
u,u,
β
ϕ
(µ)δ is a subterm only in (3.12) and (3.31)
while γϕ(µ)δ only in (3.14) and (3.31); and
 (3.49)
if ~zϕ = ~0, then αδ does not occur as a subterm. (3.50)
For example, we parenthesize the term occurring in the second line of (3.13) as(
fϕi (µ) + β
ϕ
(µ)
) · (αδ).
Finally, resuming the proof, (3.46) implies that [αϕ, βϕ, γϕ, δϕ]lat contains all
atoms of Equ(Z[ϕ]). Thus, we conclude the statement of Lemma 3.2. 
For n ∈ N+, the number of partitions of the set {1, 2, . . . , n}, that is |Equ(n)|, is
the so-called n-th Bell number ; see, for example, Rennie and Dobson [15]. The n-th
Bell number will be denoted by Bell(n). The upper and lower integer parts of a
real number will denoted by dxe and bxc, respectively; for example, d√2 e = 2 and
b√2c = 1. We define the width wid(n) and the length len(n) of an integer n ≥ 5 as
follows:
wid(n) := b(n− 1)/2c and len(n) :=
{
n− 4, if 2 6 | n,
n− 5, if 2 | n; (3.51)
they should not be confused with the Z-width and Z-length defined in (3.3) and
(3.4). Note that len(n) = zlen(wid(n)) and wid(n) = zwid(len(n)).
Proposition 3.3. For n ≥ 7, Part(n) has at least
1
2
· n! ·
(
wid(n)
2
)n−4−len(n)
· Bell(wid(n)− 1) · Bell(wid(n)) (3.52)
four-element generating sets; see (3.51) for the notation.
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Note that, for n ∈ {4, 5, 6}, the number ν(n) of four-element generating sets of
Part(n) will exactly be given in Section 5. The case n ∈ {1, 2, 3} is trivial and will
not be considered. Note also the following.
Remark 3.4. In the proof of Proposition 3.3, we will explicitly construct (3.52)
many four-element generating sets. Combining the methods of the present paper
with any of the earlier papers dealing with four-element generating sets of Equ(n) or,
equivalently, Part(n), one can construct even more. For example, one can “resect”
finite parts of the infinite constructions used in Cze´dli [2, 3, 4], and one can even
modify them in various ways. But all these possible improvements in our horizon
would need much more work than (3.52) without yielding a “nice” explicit lower
estimate and without getting close to the truth suspected by Section 5. Hence, here
we only prove as much as conveniently possible with the toolkit developed for the
sake of our main target, Theorem 4.4. Proving an estimate better than (3.52) is
postponed to a forthcoming paper.
Proof of Proposition 3.3. Let k = wid(n) and m := len(n). Pick an id-quadruple
ϕ = 〈m, s, t,~0〉 such that Z[ϕ] from (3.10) consists of n elements. Note that if n is
odd, then 〈s, t〉 = 〈1, 1〉. To ease the notation in this proof, we drop the superscript
ϕ of the elements of Z[ϕ]; for example, a1 and b0 stand for a
ϕ
1 and b
ϕ
0 . (In this
way, Figure 3 is in full harmony with the present proof.) Clearly,
there are Bell(k − 1) · Bell(k) ways to select a pair 〈µ1, µ2〉
from Equ({a1, a2, . . . , ak−1})× Equ({b0, b1, . . . , bk−1}).
}
(3.53)
For each pair 〈µ1, µ2〉 from (3.53), let [[µ1 ]]e denote the equivalence of Z[ϕ] generated
by µ1; this makes sense since µ1 is a subset of Z[ϕ]× Z[ϕ]. The meaning of [[µ2 ]]e
is analogous. We let
δ′ = δ′(µ1, µ2) := [[µ1 ]]e + [[a0, b0 ]]e + [[µ2 ]]e + [[ak, bk−1 ]]e, (3.54)
and we take αϕ, βϕ, and γϕ from (3.10). Observe also that (3.26) for i = 0 and
(3.32) remain valid if we replace δϕ in µϕ by δ′. Therefore, in virtue of (3.48)–
(3.50), we conclude that
G(〈µ1, µ2〉 := {αϕ, βϕ, γϕ, δ′ = δ′(µ1, µ2)} (3.55)
is a four-element generating set. We claim that
G(〈µ1, µ2〉) determines the pair 〈µ1, µ2〉. (3.56)
In order to see this, note that G(〈µ1, µ2〉) is only a set and it might be unclear at
first sight which of its four members is, say, αϕ. However, αϕ can be recognized by
the property that it is the only member of G(〈µ1, µ2〉) that
has exactly two nonsingleton blocks and one of these
blocks is (k + 1)-element while the other is k-element;
furthermore, it has at most one singleton block
}
(3.57)
Indeed, property (3.57) fails for βϕ and γϕ since each of them has a two-element
block. (Note that for 2 | n, we have just used the assumption n ≥ 7 and so k > 2.)
Since at least one of the δ′-blocks is a subset of {a1, . . . , ak−1}, (3.57) does not hold
for δ′; either because δ′ has k − 1 singleton blocks, or because δ′ has an at most
(k− 1)-element nonsingleton block. (We have used n ≥ 7 again, which implies that
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k−1 > 1.) Thus, G(〈µ1, µ2〉) determines αϕ. Next, consider the following property
of an equivalence ε ∈ Equ(Z[ϕ]):
ε 6= αϕ and, in addition, either εαϕ 6= ∆,
or εαϕ = ∆ and ε has a singleton block.
}
(3.58)
Since only δ′ out of {αϕ, βϕ, γϕ, δ′} has this property, δ′ is also recognized. We
obtain µ2 as the restriction of δ
′ to the smaller nonsingleton αϕ-block. Hence, µ2
is determined by G(〈µ1, µ2〉). From the largest αϕ-block, delete
the unique element x such that there exists an element y in
the smaller nonsingleton αϕ-block such that 〈x, y〉 ∈ βϕδ′;
}
(3.59)
this element is a0. (This identification of a0 will be used later.) Replacing β
ϕ in
(3.59) with γϕ, we can describe ak; delete it too. There remains {a1, . . . , ak−1}.
Although βϕ and γϕ are not determined by G(〈µ1, µ2〉) separately, the set {βϕ, γϕ}
is determined since so are αϕ and δ′. Hence, {a1, . . . , ak−1} is also determined, and
so is µ1, which is the restriction of δ
′ to this set. Therefore, (3.56) holds.
Next, we assume that n is odd until the opposite is explicitly said. We obtain
from (3.53) and (3.56) that for Z[ϕ], that is, for a given labelling of the elements
{1, 2, . . . , n} by Z[ϕ] and defining αϕ, βϕ, γϕ, and δ′ accordingly, there are Bell(k)·
Bell(k−1) many generating sets of the form (3.55). The permutations of Z[ϕ] give
new generating sets. Two distinct permutations pi1 and pi2 of Z[ϕ] can give the same
generating set. But this happens if and only if pi1pi
−1
2 belongs to the “stabilizer”
Stb(Z[ϕ]) :=
{
pi ∈ Sym(Z[ϕ]) : {pi(αϕ), pi(βϕ), pi(γϕ), pi(δ′)}
= {αϕ, βϕ, γϕ, δ′}}.
Let us fix the following terminology: for a subset X and a relation ρ of Z[ϕ], a
permutation pi ∈ Sym(Z[ϕ]) is said to preserve X and to preserve ρ if {pi(u) :
u ∈ X} = X and {〈pi(u), pi(v)〉 : 〈u, v〉 ∈ ρ} = ρ, respectively. Assume that
pi ∈ Stb(Z[ϕ]). Since αϕ is the only member of {αϕ, βϕ, γϕ, δ′} having property
(3.57), pi preserves αϕ. Since the αϕ-blocks are of different sizes, each of them is
preserved by pi. Using property (3.58), we obtain that pi preserves δ′. Hence, pi also
preserves {βϕ, γϕ}. So
pi preserves each of {a0, a1, . . . , ak},
{b0, b1, . . . , bk−1}, αϕ, δ′, and {βϕ, γϕ}.
}
(3.60)
Combining (3.59), the property obtained from (3.59) by replacing βϕ by γϕ, and
(3.60), it follows that {{a0, b0}, {ak, bk−1}} is preserved and, additionally,
either pi(a0) = ak, pi(ak) = a0, pi(b0) = bk−1, pi(bk−1) = b0, (3.61)
or pi(a0) = a0, pi(ak) = ak, pi(b0) = b0, pi(bk−1) = bk−1. (3.62)
For j ∈ N+, let
χj := (β
ϕ ◦ γϕ ◦ βϕ ◦ . . .︸ ︷︷ ︸
j factors
) ∪ (γϕ ◦ βϕ ◦ γϕ ◦ . . .︸ ︷︷ ︸
j factors
),
where ◦ denotes relational product; for example, βϕ ◦ γϕ = {〈x, y〉 : (∃z)(〈x, z〉 ∈
βϕ and 〈z, y〉 ∈ γϕ)}. Since {βϕ, γϕ} is preserved, pi ∈ Stb(Z[ϕ]) preserves χj for
all j ∈ N+. For j = 1, 2, . . . , the element aj is characterized by the property that
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n 7 8 9 10 11
(3.52) 25 200 604 800 13 608 000 816 480 000 15 567 552 000
n 12 13 14 15 16
(3.52) 1.868 · 1012 3.287 · 1013 6.902 · 1015 1.164 · 1017 3.911 · 1019
Table 1. The estimate (3.52) for n ∈ {7, 8, . . . , 16}
〈a0, aj〉 belongs to (αϕ ∩χ2j) \χ2j−1. Observe that pi preserves this property since
it preserves αϕ, χ2j and χ2j−1. In particular, for j ∈ {2, 3, . . . , k − 1},
〈pi(a0), pi(aj)〉 ∈ (αϕ ∩ χ2j) \ χ2j−1. (3.63)
Now if (3.61), then (3.63) yields that pi(aj) = ak−j for all meaningful j. It follows
similarly that pi(bj) = bk−1−j . Hence, if (3.61), then pi is the reflection across the
vertical symmetry axis of Z[ϕ], see Figure 3. It follows similarly that (3.62) implies
that pi is the identity permutation. We have obtained that at most two permutations
belong to Stb(Z[ϕ]): the reflection mentioned above and the identity permutation.
So |Stb(Z[ϕ])| ≤ 2. Hence, Lagrange’s Theorem gives that Stb(Z[ϕ]) has at least
Z[ϕ]!/2 = n!/2 cosets. Permutations from different cosets send {αϕ, βϕ, γϕ, δ′} to
different generating sets; this explains the n!/2 in (3.52). Since n has been assumed
to be odd, n − 4 − len(n) = 0 by (3.51) and the binomial coefficient in (3.52)
disappears. Therefore, the argument above proves the statement for n odd.
From now on till the end of the proof, we assume that n is even and we let
n′ := n − 1. There are n ways to pick an element c = cϕ, which will be the
unique singleton aϕ-block. It is clear by the construction that if {αϕ, βϕ, γϕ, δ′}
is a generating set of Equ(Z[ϕ]), then the restrictions of these four equivalences
generate the lattice of equivalences of Z[ϕ] \ {cϕ}; compare Figures 5 and 6 with
Figure 3. Since the odd case has already been settled, there are
1
2
· n′! · Bell(wid(n′)− 1) · Bell(wid(n′)) (3.64)
ways to pick the four-element set of these restricted equivalences. To each such set,
there are (
wid(n′)
2
)
(3.65)
ways to add a necktie. If two four-element sets of the above-mentioned restricted
equivalences are distinct “without neckties”, then they will remain distinct after
“putting on” neckties. So the number of four-element generating sets we have
shown up is the product of n, (3.64), and (3.65). But wid(n) = wid(n′), n ·n′! = n!,
and n − 4 − len(n) = 1, so this product is (3.52). This completes the proof of
Proposition 3.3. 
For a few values of n, the number described by (3.52) is given in Table 1. For
comparison, note that, say, 16! is only 2.092 · 1013, up to rounding.
4. Generating direct products
The goal of this section is to prove the only theorem of this paper. Before the
reader gets frightened by the technicalities that are needed to formulate its part
(B) and the complicated nature of this part, we formulate two of its corollaries.
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Corollary 4.1. For every integer number n ≥ 9,
Part(n)× Part(n+ 1)× · · · × Part(3n− 14) (4.1)
is a four-generated lattice.
Corollary 4.2. For every positive integer u,
Part(n)u × Part(n+ 1)u × . . .Part(n+ u− 1)u (4.2)
is a four-generated lattice for all sufficiently large integers n.
As a further appetizer for our theorem, we note the following.
Remark 4.3. Let L1, . . . , Lt be lattices. If the direct product L1 × · · · × Lt
is four-generated, then for each i ∈ {1, . . . , t} and for every J ⊆ {1, . . . , t}, the
lattice Li and the direct product
∏
j∈J Lj are at most four-generated. Also (and in
particular), if the direct product Ls11 × · · · ×Lstt of direct powers is four-generated,
J ⊆ {1, . . . , t}, and rj ≤ sj for all j ∈ J , then
∏
j∈J L
rj
j is four-generated, too.
We know from Za´dori [20] that Part(n) is not three-generated for n ≥ 5. Hence,
Remark 4.3 gives that our theorem implies the Strietz–Za´dori result stating the
ν(n) from (1.1) is at least 1 provided 5 ≤ n ∈ N+. Since the natural projection
homomorphisms L1 × · · · ×Lt → Li and L1 × · · · ×Lt →
∏
j∈J Lj send generating
sets to generating sets, Remark 4.3 is trivial and needs no separate proof. Yet we
make another remark before introducing some notation that are needed to formulate
our theorem. In Cze´dli [7], where only some direct powers of partition lattices were
proved to be four-generated, each of the configurations that gave rise to the direct
factors were of the same width. Hence, we knew that when the values of the terms
going to the right just abutted those of the terms going to the left in one of the
direct factors, then the same happened in all direct factors. Now the difficulty
is bigger since we have to defend our argument from the threat that the values
mentioned above just abut in one direct factor but fully overlap in another factor.
The airiness air(~x) of a bit vector ~x = 〈x1, x2, x3, . . . , xt〉 is the largest integer
u such that there are u consecutive zeros among the x1, x2, . . . , xt. That is, if
there is a j ∈ {1, . . . , t − u + 1} such that xj = xj+1 = · · · = xj+u−1 = 0.
If dim(~x) is fixed, then ~0 := 〈0, 0, . . . , 0〉 has the maximal arity, dim(~x), while
air(〈1, 1, . . . , 1〉) = 0. Bit vectors of a fixed dimension form a boolean lattice with
respect to the componentwise ordering. For positive integers u and t,
let DBV(u, t) be the set of all bit vectors of the form
〈1, x2, x3, . . . , xt〉 with airiness strictly less than u.
}
(4.3)
The acronym comes from “Dense Bit Vectors” as we think of bit vectors with small
airiness as dense ones. Since we are going to use large antichains of the poset
DBV(u, t), we define
sba(u, t) := max{|X| : X is an antichain in DBV(u, t)}; (4.4)
the acronym comes from “Size of one of the Biggest Antichains”. We also define
TRA(u, t) := {〈X,Y 〉 : X and Y are antichains in
DBV(u, t) and (∀~x ∈ X) (∀~y ∈ Y )(~x 6≤ ~y)} and (4.5)
tra(u, t) := {〈|X|, |Y |〉 : 〈X,Y 〉 ∈ TRA(u, t)}; (4.6)
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here the acronym comes from “Two Related Antichains”. A systematic study of
sba(u, t) and tra(u, t) with involved tools of combinatorics is not targeted in the
present paper; we only give some easy facts that will be needed later. Namely,
sba(u, t) ≥
(
t− 1
u− 1
)
if u− 1 ≤ d(t− 1)/2e, (4.7)
sba(u, t) =
(
t− 1
d(t− 1)/2e
)
if u− 1 ≥ d(t− 1)/2e, (4.8)〈(
t− 1
i− 1
)
,
(
t− 1
i
)〉
∈ tra(u, t) for i ∈ {1, . . . ,min(u, t)− 1}, (4.9)
if 〈x, y〉 ∈ tra(u, t), 0 ≤ x′ ≤ x, and 0 ≤ y′ ≤ y,
then 〈x′, y′〉 ∈ tra(u, t), (4.10)
sba(1, t) = 1 and {〈0, 1〉, 〈1, 0〉} ⊆ tra(1, t) for t ≥ 1, (4.11)
sba(u, 2) = 1 and 〈1, 1〉 ∈ tra(u, 2) for u ≥ 2, and (4.12)
if 0 < u1 < u2 and 0 < t, then tra(u1, t) ⊆ tra(u2, t). (4.13)
Indeed, (4.7) follows from the fact that the bit vectors 〈1, x2, . . . , xt〉 with exactly u−
1 zero entries belong to DBV(u, t) and form an antichain. For i ∈ {1, . . . ,min(u, t)−
1}, the bit vectors 〈1, x2, . . . , xt〉 with exactly i − 1 zero entries and those with
exactly i zero entries form an antichain Xi−1 and an antichain Xi, respectively,
and 〈|Xi−1|, |Xi|〉 ∈ tra(u, t) implies (4.9). Let Bt−1 be the boolean lattice of all
(t − 1)-dimensional bit vectors, and let B′t−1 := {〈1, x2, . . . , xt〉 : 〈x2, . . . , xt〉 ∈
Bt−1}. The map Bt−1 → B′t−1, defined by 〈x2, . . . , xt〉 7→ 〈1, x2, . . . , xt〉 is an
order isomorphism. We know from Sperner’s Theorem, proved by Sperner [16]
and cited in Gra¨tzer [9, page 354], that the (t − 1)-dimensional bit vectors with
exactly d(t − 1)/2e zero entries form a maximum sized antichain X in Bt−1. Let
X ′ be the image of X with respect to the just-mentioned isomorphism. Clearly,
X ′ is a maximum-sized antichain in B′t−1. Since X
′ ⊆ DBV(u, t) ⊆ B′t−1 and
|X ′| = |X| = ( t−1d(t−1)/2e), we conclude (4.8). The validity of (4.10) is trivial. In
order to see the validity of (4.11), note that DBV(1, t) = {~1} is a singleton and
both DBV(1, t) and ∅ are antichains. Since, for u ≥ 2, DBV(u, 2) = {〈1, 0〉, 〈1, 1〉}
is the two-element chain, (4.12) is trivial. Finally, (4.13) is trivial again since its
premise yields that DBV(u1, t) ⊆ DBV(u2, t).
Using the notation given in (4.4) and (4.6), we are in the position to formulate
our main theorem.
Theorem 4.4 (Main Theorem).
(A) If 5 ≤ n < n′ ∈ N+, then the direct product Part(n) × Part(n′) of the
partition lattices Part(n) and Part(n′) is a four-generated lattice.
(B) Let d be an odd positive integer, and let m1,m2,m3, . . . ,md+2 also be odd
positive integers such that d ≤ m1 < m2 < m3 < · · · < md+2 and m1 ≥ 3. Also,
for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d+ 2}, let
wi =
(
(mi + 3)/2
2
)
, (4.14)
and let pi and qi be nonnegative integers such that pi + qi > 0 and
p1 + q1 = sba(d,m1 − 1), see (4.4) and (4.7)–(4.12), or
〈p1, q1〉 ∈ tra(d,m1 − 1), see (4.6) and (4.9)–(4.12),
}
(4.15)
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p2 + q2 = sba(m2 − d,m2 − d− 1), or
〈p2, q2〉 ∈ tra(m2 − d,m2 − d− 1),
}
(4.16)
and for each i ∈ {3, 4, . . . , d+ 2},
pi + qi = sba(d+ 3− i,mi − d− 1), or (4.17)
〈pi, qi〉 ∈ tra(d+ 3− i,mi − d− 1). (4.18)
Finally, for i ∈ {1, . . . , d+ 2}, let
n′i := mi + 4 and n
′′
i := mi + 5. (4.19)
Then
d+2∏
i=1
(
Part(n′i)
pi × Part(n′′i )qiwi
)
, (4.20)
which is a direct product of direct powers of partition lattices, is a four-generated
lattice.
Note that (4.20) can also be written as
∏d+2
i=1 Part(n
′
i)
pi ×∏d+2i=1 Part(n′′i )qiwi .
Before proving our theorem, we illustrate its meaning by an example.
Example 4.5. While part (B) of Theorem 4.4 does not give much for small par-
tition lattices, it gives more for large ones if not too many of them are considered.
For example, part (B) implies that
2020∏
n=1011
Part(n)10
127
(4.21)
is a four-generated lattice. To see this, let d := 579 and let mi := 1005 + 2i for
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 505}. We do not use the mi for i = 506, . . . , d+ 2; in other words, for
i ∈ {506, . . . , d+ 2}, we pick the pair 〈pi, qi〉 = 〈0, 0〉 from tra(d+ 3− i,mi− d− 1),
see (4.10)–(4.11) and (4.18). (See also Remark 4.3 since the theorem itself does
not permit that 〈pi, qi〉 = 〈0, 0〉.) Using the estimates (4.7)–(4.8) and the equations
in (4.15)–(4.17) and letting pi = qi for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 505}, we obtain by computer
algebra (namely, by a Maple worksheet available from the first author’s website)
that all these pi and qi are at least 10
127. Note that the initial choice d := 579
was not a random one because other choices would have yielded smaller exponents.
By Remark 4.3, we can change wi from (4.14) to 1. Therefore, it follows from
Theorem 4.4 that the lattice given in (4.21) is four-generated.
Proof of Theorem 4.4. In addition to earlier experience with generating sets of par-
titions lattices, see the References section, an idea is also borrowed from lock-
smithing. In a traditional pin tumbler cylinder lock, there are pins of different (to be
more precise, not necessarily equal) lengths, and a key can turn the plug if and only
if the heights of its ridges match these lengths. The
∑{[[Iϕi ]]e : xi = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ m}
part in the definition of δϕ, see (3.10), will play a role similar to that of the pins
in a cylinder lock. The is why we call ~zϕ a pin vector. The meetands δ in (3.13)
will play the role of the heights of the above-mentioned ridges. Unfortunately, the
situation in the proof is not as pleasant as in locksmithing. Namely, while a single
ridge of wrong size of a real key fully prevents the plug of a real lock from turning
around, an extra meetand in a wrong place paralyzes the sequence of our terms
only for a moment in general and further meetands are necessary to prevent the
“progress” to the right later.
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Let us enlighten the situation from another aspect. When we use a real key
with code vector ~x to open a real pin tumbler cylinder lock with pin vector ~y,
then the key and the lock are usually assumed to have the same “length”, that is,
dim(~x) = dim(~y). If not, then init(~x, dim(~y)) has the main effect; see (3.24) for this
notation. For a real key, possibly longer than needed, the necessary and sufficient
condition to open the lock is the equality init(~x, dim(~y)) = ~y. In our “virtual
locksmithing”, the corresponding necessary and sufficient condition is, very roughly
saying,
the inequality init(~x, dim(~y)) ≤ ~y; (4.22)
note that (3.25), (4.24), (4.25), (4.39), (4.40), and (4.41) are or will be connected
to (4.22). The connection of (4.15)–(4.18) in the theorem with antichains occurring
in (4.4)–(4.13) is explained by our intention to exclude the strict inequality from
(4.22); this is why our construction is involved. Below, in the first part of the proof,
we deal with “virtual locksmithing”. Let ϕ be an id-quadruple; see (3.5).
For a ϕ-configuration Z[ϕ], defined in (3.10), and a term fϕ
′
i going to the right,
defined in (3.12)–(3.13) (with ϕ instead of ϕ′),
we say that fϕ
′
i gets through Z[ϕ] if f
ϕ′
i (µ
ϕ) ≥ [[Iϕmϕ+1 ]]e, (4.23)
where µϕ and [[Iϕmϕ+1 ]]
e have been defined in (3.17) and in (and after) (3.9), respec-
tively. It follows immediately from (3.20) that
if fϕ
′
i gets through Z[ϕ], then i ≥ mϕ + 1. (4.24)
Let us agree that when we deal with bit vectors, then 0i and 1i will denote the
i-dimensional zero vector 〈0, . . . , 0〉 and unit vector 〈1, . . . , 1〉, respectively. Also,
for ~x = 〈x1, . . . , xi〉 and ~y = 〈y1, . . . , yj〉, the concatenation 〈x1, . . . , xi, y1, . . . , yj〉
is denoted by ~x |~y. With this convection, we can denote, for example, the eleven-
dimensional vector 〈1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1〉 by 1 |03 |12 |0 |14 and an arbitrary vec-
tor beginning with two 0 components by 02 |~z. Note that the concatenation with
the “empty” vector 00 = 10 makes no effect; for example, 10 |~x = ~x = ~x |00.
For a while, let ϕ with all of its ingredients mentioned in (3.5) as well as ϕ′ from
(3.6) be fixed. In particular, m = mϕ, ~z = ~zϕ, and ~z
′ = ~zϕ′ . As a counterpart
of (4.24), we assert that for any nonnegative integers i ≤ mϕ′ + 1 and p and any
positive integer q,
if ~z is of the form ~z = 1p |0q |~y and air(~z ′) < q,
then fϕ
′
i does not get through Z[ϕ],
}
(4.25)
no matter how large m′ = mϕ′ and i ≤ m′ + 1 are. Note that the possibility
dim(~y) = 0, that is dim(~z) = p + q, is allowed. In order to show the validity of
(4.25), assume that 0 ≤ j ≤ i. We are going to define eff(j), the effectiveness of
a subscript j with respect to fϕ
′
i and Z[ϕ] or, shortly, with respect to (4.25), as
follows. Let eff(j) be
the smallest u such that 0 ≤ u ≤ m+ 1 and fϕ′j (µϕ) ≤
u∑
r=0
[[Iϕr ]]
e. (4.26)
By (3.20), eff(j) exists and
eff(j) ≤ min(j,m+ 1). (4.27)
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Visually, we can think of eff(j) as the “distance” that measures “how far the equiv-
alence relation fϕ
′
j (µ
ϕ) has gone” from [[Iϕ0 ]]
e. Since m = dim(~z) = dim(1p |0q |~y) ≥
p+ q, (4.25) will clearly follow from the way we defined our concepts in (4.23) and
(4.26) if we manage to prove that
if air(~z ′) < q and j ≤ i, then eff(j) < p+ q with respect to (4.25). (4.28)
Indeed, (4.28), which has not been proved yet, implies (4.25) by letting j := i.
Similarly to the straightforward proof of (3.20), it follows easily that for 0 ≤ u ≤
m+ 1 and j ≤ m′,
fϕ
′
j (µ
ϕ) ≤
u∑
r=0
[[Iϕr ]]
e implies that fϕ
′
j+1(µ
ϕ) ≤
min(u+1,m+1)∑
r=0
[[Iϕr ]]
e. (4.29)
This yields that, for all j ∈ N+ such that j < i ≤ m′ + 1,
eff(j + 1) ≤ eff(j) + 1. (4.30)
Now, for the sake of contradiction, suppose that (4.28) fails. Then we know that
air(~z ′) < q but
there is a j such that j ≤ i and eff(j) ≥ p+ q. (4.31)
We know from (4.30) that effectiveness increases “slowly” and so it “cannot jump
over numbers”. This reminds us a continuous R → R function; later, we will refer
to this property of effectiveness as “continuity”. Continuity and (4.31) yield a
least subscript u with eff(u) = p. Similarly, there exists a least subscript w with
eff(w) = p+ q. As a consequence of (4.30), note that
for any u′ < u and w′ < w, eff(u′) < p and eff(w′) < p+ q. (4.32)
In particular, u < w. Note another consequence of (4.30): w − u ≥ q, so
w − q ≥ u ≥ 0 and w − (q − 1) ≥ u+ 1 ≥ 1. (4.33)
We claim that, for every v < w,
if eff(v) < p+ q and z′v+1 = 1, then eff(v + 1) ≤ p. (4.34)
Since eff(v) ≤ p+q−1, we have that fϕ′v (µϕ) ≤
∑{[[Iϕr ]]e : r ≤ p+q−1}. Combining
this inequality with (4.29), we obtain that fϕ
′
v+1(µ
ϕ) ≤∑{[[Iϕr ]]e : r ≤ p+ q}. From
z′v+1 = 1 and (3.13), we obtain that f
ϕ′
v+1(µ
ϕ) ≤ δϕ. The two inequalities we have
just obtained yield that
fϕ
′
v+1(µ
ϕ) ≤ δϕ ·
∑
{[[Iϕr ]]e : r ≤ p+ q}. (4.35)
The nonsingleton blocks of the second meetand on the right of (4.35) are
[[Iϕ0 ]]
e + [[Iϕ2 ]]
e + · · ·+ [[Iϕ2b(p+q)/2c ]]e = [[a0, a1, . . . , a1+b(p+q)/2c ]]e and (4.36)
[[Iϕ1 ]]
e + [[Iϕ3 ]]
e + · · ·+ [[Iϕ2b(p+q+1)/2c−1 ]]e = [[b0, b1, . . . , bb(p+q+1)/2c ]]e. (4.37)
So these nonsingleton blocks are initial segments of the upper horizontal line and
the lower horizontal line in Figure 3. Note that {2b(p+q)/2c, 2b(p+q+1)/2c−1} =
{p+q−1, p+q}. By zp+1 = zp+2 = · · · = zp+q = 0 and the construction of Z[ϕ], see
(3.10), δϕ collapses none of Iϕp+1, . . . , I
ϕ
p+q, which are on the right of the horizontal
segments given in (4.36) and (4.37). This implies that the inequality r ≤ p + q in
(4.35) can be replaced by r ≤ p. Hence, fϕ′v+1(µϕ) ≤
∑{[[Iϕr ]]e : r ≤ p}. Therefore,
eff(v + 1) ≤ p, proving (4.34).
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Next, iterating (4.30), we obtain the
eff(j + r) ≤ eff(j) + r whenever 0 ≤ j ≤ j + r ≤ i ≤ m′ + 1. (4.38)
We claim that
p < eff(w − r) for all r ∈ {0, 1, . . . , q − 1}; (4.39)
note that w − r > 0 by (4.33). To verify (4.39), suppose the contrary. Then there
is an r ∈ {0, 1, . . . , q − 1} such that
p+ q = eff(w) = eff((w − r) + r)
(4.38)
≤ eff(w − r) + r ≤ p+ r < p+ q,
which is a contradiction. This shows the validity of (4.39).
Next, for r ∈ {0, 1, . . . , q − 1}, let vr := w − r − 1; note that vr ≥ 0 by (4.33).
Since eff(vr + 1) = eff(w − r) > p by (4.39), vr fails to satisfy the conclusion of
(4.34). Hence, vr fails to satisfy the premise of (4.34) either. However, we know
from (4.32) and vr < w that eff(vr) < p+q. Hence the only way that the premise of
(4.34) fails is that z′vr+1 = 0. This gives us q consecutive zeros in ~z
′ since r ranges
in {0, 1, . . . , q − 1}. So air(~z ′) ≥ q. This inequality contradicts the air(~z) < q part
of (4.28), which we have assumed. Thus, we have proved (4.28). In virtue of the
sentence following (4.28), we have also proved (4.25).
For the particular case 〈p, q〉 = 〈0, 1〉, a stronger variant of (4.25) holds; namely,
we claim that for any nonnegative integer i and any positive integer q,
if ~z = ~zϕ and ~z
′ = ~zϕ′ are of the forms ~z = 0 |~y and ~z ′ = 1 |~y ′ ,
respectively, then fϕ
′
i does not get through Z[ϕ],
}
(4.40)
provided i ≤ mϕ′ + 1 (since otherwise fϕ
′
i is undefined). In order to verify this,
observe that δϕ does not collapse Iϕ1 since the first bit of ~zϕ is 0, see (3.10). Also,
δϕ fails to collapse Iϕ0 , regardless what ϕ is. Hence, ([[I
ϕ
0 ]]
e +[[Iϕ1 ]]
e) ·δϕ = ∆, where
∆ (still) denotes the smallest element of Equ(Z[ϕ]). This together with (3.20) (in
which the role of ϕ and that of ϕ′ are now interchanged) and (3.13) give that
fϕ
′
1 (µ
ϕ) = ∆. Since both (∆ +βϕ)αϕ and (∆ +γϕ)αϕ (even without the meetand
δϕ) are equal to ∆, a trivial induction based on (3.13) yields that fϕ
′
i (µ
ϕ) = ∆ for
all meaningful i. This implies (4.40).
Next, we claim that for arbitrary id-quadruples ϕ and ϕ′, the following holds;
the notation given in (3.5) and (3.6) will be in effect.
Assume that m := mϕ = mϕ′ . Then f
ϕ′
m+1
gets through Z[ϕ] if and only if ~z ′ ≤ ~z.
}
(4.41)
In order to prove (4.41), note that we already know from (3.25) that ~z ′ ≤ ~z implies
that fϕ
′
m gets through Z[ϕ]. Hence, it suffices to deal with the “only if” part of
(4.41). To do so, assume that ~z ′ 6≤ ~z. Pick a subscript r ∈ {1, . . . ,m} such that
z′r = 1 but zr = 0; this is the place where f
ϕ′
m+1 will be “delayed” in Equ(Z[ϕ]).
With more details and computing in Equ(Z[ϕ]), we know from (3.20) that
fϕ
′
r−1(µ
ϕ) ≤ [[Iϕj : 0 ≤ j ≤ r − 1]]e. (4.42)
We know the same for r instead of r − 1 in (4.42); however, since δ is a meetand
of the term fϕ
′
r (µ) (because of (3.13) and z
′
r = 1) but δ
ϕ fails to collapse Ir since
zr = 0, it follows that
fϕ
′
r (µ
ϕ) ≤ [[Iϕj : 0 ≤ j ≤ r − 1]]e. (4.43)
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Let, say, r be odd; the even case is similar. Then, using our construction (and the
dotted ovals in Figure 4 if r = 5) at the inequality ≤• below, we obtain that
fϕ
′
r+1(µ
ϕ)
(3.13)
≤ (fϕ′r (µϕ) + γϕ(µϕ))αϕ
(3.11)
≤ (fϕ′r (µϕ) + γϕ)αϕ
(4.43)
≤ ([[Iϕj : 0 ≤ j ≤ r − 1]]e + γϕ))αϕ
≤• [[Iϕj : 0 ≤ j ≤ r − 1]]e. (4.44)
Comparing (4.42) and (4.44), we can intuitively see that fϕ
′
m+1 is delayed by (at
least) two. More precisely, it is clear that if we modify the induction giving (3.20)
so that we use (4.44) rather than fϕ
′
r+1(µ
ϕ) ≤ [[Iϕj : 0 ≤ j ≤ r + 1]]e at the right
moment, then we obtain that fϕ
′
i+1(µ
ϕ) ≤ [[Iϕj : 0 ≤ j ≤ i− 1]]e holds for r ≤ i ≤ m.
In particular, fϕ
′
m+1(µ
ϕ) ≤ [[Iϕj : 0 ≤ j ≤ m− 1]]e, which shows that fϕ
′
m+1 does not
get through Z[ϕ]. Thus, we have shown the validity of (4.41).
Now that we are sufficiently familiar with virtual locksmithing, we turn our
attention to the task of selecting appropriate configurations Z[ϕ]. However, first
we point out the following. If ϕ and ϕ′ are distinct id-quadruples such mϕ = mϕ′ ,
then we need a “pin”, that is, we need a common position in ~zϕ and ~zϕ′ that allows
us to differentiate between Z[ϕ] and Z[ϕ′] by the “key ”terms fϕmϕ+1 and f
ϕ′
mϕ′+1
;
these terms play the role of real keys real locksmithing. Also we have to reserve
additional positions in ~zϕ for “pins” (that is, bits) to guarantee that Z[ϕ] can be
distinguished from Z[ϕ′] by appropriate key term when mϕ′ > mϕ. So we have to
reserve pins (that is, positions) for two different purposes: to differentiate between
configurations of the same Z-length, and to do this in case of different Z-lengths.
These two purposes require distinct strategies, which can work simultaneously only
if mϕ = dim(zϕ) is not too small. Fortunately, it will be clear from the proof of
part (B) of the theorem that
our task simplifies a lot of if we form the direct product
of two distinct equivalence lattices, that is, if only two id-
quadruples occur in our construction;
}
(4.45)
because then only one pin, that is, only one bit is necessary to differentiate, and
this can be done in a much easier way.
Next, we are going to present all the technical details for part (B) of the theo-
rem. After that part (B) has been proved, (4.45) will allow us to omit the painful
technicalities and give only a less formal and sketchy argument for part (A).
In order to make our toolkit applicable, we are going to redefine the direct
product (4.20) so that instead of taking partition lattices of unstructured sets, we
take equivalence lattices of appropriate configurations. For j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d+ 2}, we
define
kj := zwid(mj), Wj := {〈s, t〉 : 0 ≤ s < t < kj}; clearly, |Wj | = wj ; (4.46)
see (3.3) and (4.14). For j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d+2}, (4.15)–(4.18) together with (4.4)–(4.6)
allow us to select antichains Xj and Yj such that
|Xj | = pj , |Yj | = qj , ~x 6≤ ~y (4.47)
for all j ∈ {1, . . . , d+ 2}, ~x ∈ Xj , and ~y ∈ Yj ,
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X1, Y1 ⊆ DBV(d,m1 − 1), X2, Y2 ⊆ DBV(m2 − d,m2 − d− 1), and (4.48)
Xi, Yi ⊆ DBV(d+ 3− i,mi − d− 1) for i ∈ {3, 4, . . . , d+ 2}. (4.49)
In connection with (4.47), note that ~x 6≤ ~y is clear by (4.5) and (4.6) if we go, say,
after (4.18). The inequality ~x 6≤ ~y is also clear if we go after, say, (4.17), because
then we simply partition an antichain of size pi + qi into a disjoint union Xi ∪ Yi;
see (4.4). We also need the following antichains:
X+1 := {0 |~x : ~x ∈ X1}, Y +1 := {0 |~y : ~y ∈ Y1}, (4.50)
X+j := {1j−1 |0d+2−j |~x : ~x ∈ Xj} for j ∈ {2, . . . , d+ 2}, (4.51)
Y +j := {1j−1 |0d+2−j |~y : ~y ∈ Yj} for j ∈ {2, . . . , d+ 2}. (4.52)
Associated with our antichains, we define some sets of id-quadruples as follows. For
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d+ 2}, let
Ψj := {〈mj , 1, 1, ~z〉 : ~z ∈ X+j }, Γj := {〈mj , s, t, ~z〉 : ~z ∈ Y +j , 〈s, t〉 ∈Wj}, (4.53)
Φj := Ψj ∪ Γj , and Φ :=
d+2⋃
i=1
Φi. (4.54)
Note at this point that, for j ∈ {2, 3, . . . , d+2}, every ~z ∈ X+j ∪Y +j is of dimension
(j − 1) + (d + 2 − j) + (mj − d − 1) = mj while the vectors in X+1 ∪ Y +1 are of
dimension m1. Hence, Φ is indeed a set of id-quadruples. Armed with Φ defined in
(4.54), we define a lattice L as follows.
L :=
∏
ϕ∈Φ
Equ(Z[ϕ]). (4.55)
We went after (4.14)– (4.18) when defining the Wj in (4.46), the antichains (4.48)–
(4.52), and the sets of id-quadruples in (4.53)–(4.54). Therefore, |Ψj | = pj and
|Γj | = qjwj for all j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d + 2}, and we conclude that the direct product
(4.20) and L defined in (4.55) are isomorphic lattices. Thus, it suffices to prove
that L is four-generated. The elements of L are |Φ|-dimensional vectors; equiva-
lently, they are choice functions ~τ : Φ → ⋃ϕ∈Φ Equ(Z[ϕ]), that is, functions with
the property ~τ(ϕ) ∈ Equ(Z[ϕ]) for all ϕ ∈ Φ. However, we will often use the
visual notation 〈~τ(ϕ) : ϕ ∈ Φ〉 instead of ~τ . With the intention of presenting the
elements of a four-element generating set, we define ~α, ~β,~γ, ~δ ∈ L by defining their
components in the direct factors in the following natural way:
~α = 〈αϕ : ϕ ∈ Φ〉, ~β = 〈βϕ : ϕ ∈ Φ〉,
~γ = 〈γϕ : ϕ ∈ Φ〉, ~δ = 〈δϕ : ϕ ∈ Φ〉.
(4.56)
We claim that
for any ϕ,ϕ′ ∈ Φ and 0 ≤ i ≤ mϕ′ + 1, the term fϕ
′
i gets
through Z[ϕ] if and only if either ϕ = ϕ′ and i = mϕ + 1,
or there is a (unique) j ∈ {1, . . . , d+ 2} such that ϕ ∈ Ψj ,
ϕ′ ∈ Γj , i = mϕ + 1 = mϕ′ + 1, and ~zϕ′ ≤ ~zϕ.
 (4.57)
Remember from (3.16) that 0 ≤ i ≤ mϕ′ + 1 means that fϕ
′
i is defined. The “if
part” of (4.57) follows from (4.41). In order to show the “only if part”, assume that
fϕ
′
i gets through Z[ϕ]. It follows from (4.24) that i ≥ mϕ + 1. Since mϕ′ + 1 ≥ i,
we obtain that mϕ′ ≥ mϕ.
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As the next step towards (4.57), we are going to show that
if ϕ,ϕ′ ∈ Φ, 0 ≤ i ≤ mϕ′ + 1, and mϕ′ > mϕ,
then fϕ
′
i does not get through Z[ϕ].
}
(4.58)
Since mϕ′ > mϕ, it follows from the first sentence of part (B) of Theorem 4.4 (which
is only an assumption here but not the statement we are proving) and (4.53)–(4.54)
that ϕ ∈ Φj and ϕ′ ∈ Φj′ with 1 ≤ j < j′ ≤ d + 2. First, if j = 1, then the first
bit of ~zϕ and that of ~zϕ′ are 0 and 1, respectively, by (4.50)–(4.53). Hence, (4.40)
yields that fϕ
′
i does not get through Z[ϕ], as required.
Second, assume that 2 = j < j′ ≤ d+ 2. We know from (4.48) and (4.51)–(4.54)
that ~z is of the form ~z = 1 |0d |~x with ~x ∈ DBV(m2−d,m2−d−1); see (4.48). Since
m1 and m2 are odd numbers and d ≤ m1 < m2, we obtain that both parameters
of DBV(m2 − d,m2 − d − 1) are positive; this is necessary to make the definition
of this set in (4.3) meaningful. (Note that since m2 − d > m2 − d − 1, the first
parameter tailors no restriction on the airiness.) Hence, dim(~x) > 0 and the first
bit of ~x is 1. Since 2 < j′, (4.49) and (4.51)–(4.52) tell us that ~z ′ is of the form
~z ′ = 1j
′−1 |0d+2−j′~x ′ with ~x ′ ∈ DBV(d+ 3− j′,mj′ − d− 1). Since j′ ≤ d+ 2 and
mj′ − d− 1 > m2 − d− 1 > 0, the parameters of DBV(d+ 3− j′,mj′ − d− 1) are
positive. Hence, (4.3) yields that air(~x ′) < d+ 3− j′ ≤ d and that the first bit of
~x ′ is 1. Since the zeros in ~z ′ are separated by the first bit of ~x ′ , we obtain that
air(~z ′) = max
(
air(1j
′−1 |0d+2−j′), air(~x)
)
≤ max(d+ 2− j′, d− 1) ≤ d− 1.
(4.59)
Now, we are in the position to conclude from ~z = 1 |0d |~x, (4.25), and (4.59) that
fϕ
′
i does not get through Z[ϕ], as required.
Third, we assume that 3 ≤ j < j′ ≤ d + 2. Using (4.49) and (4.51)–(4.52)
as above, we obtain that ~z and ~z ′ are of the forms ~z = 1j−1 |0d+2−j~x with ~x
in DBV(d + 3 − j,mj − d − 1) and ~z ′ = 1j′−1 |0d+2−j′~x ′ with ~x ′ belonging to
DBV(d + 3 − j′,mj′ − d − 1). As earlier, the parameters of these two sets are
positive. Using (4.3), we obtain that air(~x ′) < d + 3 − j′ and the first bit of ~x ′
is 1. This bit serves as a separator again and, similarly to (4.59), we obtain that
air(~z ′) ≤ d + 2 − j′. But d + 2 − j > d + 2 − j′ ≥ 0, whereby ~z = 1j−1 |0d+2−j~x,
air(~z ′) ≤ d + 2 − j′ < d + 2 − j and (4.25) imply that fϕ′i does not get through
Z[ϕ], as required. I this way, (4.58) has been proved.
Armed with (4.58), we resume the argument for the “only if part” of (4.57). So
fϕ
′
i is assumed to get through Z[ϕ]. If ϕ = ϕ
′, then it follows from i ≤ mϕ′ + 1
and (4.24) that i = mϕ + 1, as required. Hence, we can assume that ϕ 6= ϕ′. We
showed right before (4.58) that mϕ′ ≥ mϕ. This inequality and (4.58) yield that
mϕ′ = mϕ. Since i ≤ mϕ′ + 1 = mϕ + 1 by (3.16), we obtain from (4.24) that
i = mϕ′ + 1 = mϕ+ 1, as required. So it is f
ϕ′
m+1 what gets through Z[ϕ], whereby
(4.41) implies that
~zϕ′ ≤ ~zϕ. (4.60)
Also, mϕ′ = mϕ implies that there is a unique j ∈ {1, . . . , d + 2} such that both
ϕ and ϕ′ belong to Φj . Using that Xj and Yj in (4.47) are antichains, it follows
from ϕ 6= ϕ′, (4.47), (4.53), (4.54), and the inequality ~zϕ′ ≤ ~zϕ that ϕ ∈ Ψj and
ϕ′ ∈ Γj . This completes the proof of (4.57).
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Next, for later use, we show that whenever x, y, z, and w are elements of a set
A such that x 6= y and z 6= w, then
[[x, y ]]e · ([[x, z ]]e + [[w, y ]]e) · ([[x,w]]e + [[z, y ]]e) = ∆ (4.61)
holds in Equ(A). Since x and y play a symmetric role and so do z and w, there
are only three cases to deal with: {x, y, z, w}| = 4, {x, y, z, w}| = 3 with y = z, and
{x, y, z, w}| = 2 with 〈x, y〉 = 〈z, w〉. In each of these three cases, (4.61) trivially
holds. This shows the validity of (4.61).
Next, with reference to (3.43), we define the following auxiliary term.
g¨ϕ(µ) := eϕas,at+1(µ) · (eϕas,c(µ) + eϕat+1,c(µ)), where s = sϕ and t = tϕ. (4.62)
It follows from (3.46) that, regardless whether s = sϕ is less than t = tϕ or not,
g¨ϕ(µϕ) = [[aϕs , a
ϕ
t+1 ]]
e holds in Equ(Z[ϕ]). (4.63)
With s := sϕ, t := tϕ, and k := kϕ, we define a term ĝ
ϕ as follows. Let
ĝ ϕ(µ) := fϕm+1(µ) · ∗f0(µ) · (eϕak−1,as(µ) + g¨ϕ(µ) + eϕat+1,ak(µ))
· (eϕak−1,at+1(µ) + g¨ϕ(µ) + eϕas,ak(µ)).
(4.64)
Note that for any other id-quadruple ϕ′, the terms g¨ϕ
′
(µ) and ĝ ϕ
′
(µ) are also
defined by (4.62) and (4.64) but then, of course, s, t, and m in (4.62) and (4.64)
stand for sϕ′ , tϕ′ , and mϕ′ , respectively. We claim that for any ϕ,ϕ
′ ∈ Φ,
ĝ ϕ
′
(µϕ) =
{
[[Iϕmϕ+1 ]]
e, if ϕ′ = ϕ;
∆, if ϕ′ 6= ϕ. (4.65)
In order to prove (4.65), first we assume that ϕ′ = ϕ. It follows from (3.23) and
(3.27) that the meet of the first two meetands of (4.64) becomes [[Iϕmϕ+1 ]]
e after
substituting µϕ for µ, that is, fϕmϕ+1(µ
ϕ) · ∗f0(µϕ) = [[Iϕmϕ+1 ]]e = [[aϕkϕ−1, a
ϕ
kϕ
]]e. By
(3.46) and (4.63), the same substitution turns the third meetand, which is a three-
fold join, into [[aϕkϕ−1, a
ϕ
sϕ ]]
e + [[aϕsϕ , a
ϕ
tϕ+1
]]e + [[atϕ+1, akϕ ]]
e, which is greater than
[[aϕkϕ−1, a
ϕ
kϕ
]]e = [[Iϕmϕ+1 ]]
e. We obtain similarly that the fourth meetand becomes
greater than [[Iϕmϕ+1 ]]
e after substituting µϕ for µ. Hence, ĝ ϕ
′
(µϕ) = [[Iϕmϕ+1 ]]
e if
ϕ′ = ϕ, as required.
Second, assume that ϕ′ 6= ϕ. We can assume that there is a (unique) j ∈
{1, . . . , d+ 2} such that
ϕ ∈ Ψj , ϕ′ ∈ Γj , mϕ + 1 = mϕ′ + 1 = mj + 1, and ~zϕ′ ≤ ~zϕ, (4.66)
since otherwise (3.27), (4.57), and the first two meetands in (4.64) immediately
imply that ĝ ϕ
′
(µϕ) = ∆ holds in Equ(Z[ϕ]). Since ϕ ∈ Ψj and ϕ′ ∈ Γj , we have
that the necktie of Z[ϕ] is trivial but s′ := sϕ′ < tϕ′ < tϕ′ + 1 =: t′ + 1. Hence, it
follows from the construction of Z[ϕ] and (t′ + 1)− s′ ≥ 2 that
βϕ · (γϕ + [[aϕs′ , aϕt′+1 ]]e) = ∆ and γϕ · (βϕ + [[aϕs′ , aϕt′+1 ]]e) = ∆. (4.67)
Combining (3.47) and (4.67), we obtain that
βϕ · (γϕ + eϕ′as′ ,at′+1(µϕ)) = ∆ and γϕ · (βϕ + eϕ
′
as′ ,at′+1(µ
ϕ)) = ∆.
After comparing these two equalities with (3.39) (applied to ϕ′ rather than to ϕ),
eϕ
′
as′ ,c(µ
ϕ) = ∆ and eϕ
′
at′+1,c(µ
ϕ) = ∆. (4.68)
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With m := mϕ = mϕ′ and k := kϕ = kϕ′ , we have that
fϕ
′
m+1(µ
ϕ) · ∗f0(µϕ) ≤ ∗f0(µϕ)
(3.27)
≤ [[Iϕm+1 ]]e = [[aϕk−1, aϕk ]]e. (4.69)
The equalities in (4.68) show that both joinands in (4.62), applied to ϕ′ rather
than to ϕ, turn to ∆ if µϕ is substituted for µ. Hence, g¨ϕ
′
(µϕ) = ∆ in Equ(Z[ϕ]).
Thus, the middle joinands disappear in (4.64), applied to ϕ′ rather than to ϕ,
after letting µ := µϕ. This fact together with (4.69) show that, with the notation
s′ := sϕ′ and t′ := tϕ′ ,
ĝ ϕ
′
(µϕ) ≤ [[aϕk−1, aϕk ]]e ·
(
eϕ
′
ak−1,as′ (µ
ϕ) + eϕ
′
at′+1,ak(µ
ϕ)
)
·(eϕ′ak−1,at′+1(µϕ) + eϕ′as′ ,ak(µϕ))
(3.47)
≤ [[aϕk−1, aϕk ]]e ·
(
[[aϕk−1, a
ϕ
s′ ]]
e + [[aϕt′+1, a
ϕ
k ]]
e
)
·([[aϕk−1, aϕt′+1 ]]e + [[aϕs′ , aϕk ]]e) (4.61)= ∆.
This completes the proof of (4.65).
We still have to define some terms. For ϕ′ ∈ Φ, let
•gϕ
′
(µ) :=
(
ĝ ϕ
′
(µ) + γδ
) · βϕ′(µ), see (3.11) and (4.64), (4.70)
β2
ϕ′
(µ) := βϕ
′
(µ) · (•gϕ′(µ) + α), (4.71)
γϕ
′
2 (µ) := γ
ϕ′(µ) · (•gϕ′(µ) + α), (4.72)
αϕ
′
2 (µ) := α ·
(
β2
ϕ′
(µ) + γϕ
′
2 (µ)
)
, (4.73)
β3
ϕ′
(µ) := β · (αϕ′2 (µ) + γ), (4.74)
γϕ
′
3 (µ) := γ ·
(
αϕ
′
2 (µ) + β
)
, and (4.75)
δ3
ϕ′
(µ) := δ · (β3ϕ′(µ) + γϕ′3 (µ)). (4.76)
Our goal with (4.70)–(4.76) is revealed by the following equalities; each of them
will follow from earlier equalities out of (4.70)–(4.76), from the structure of Z[ϕ],
and from some other equalities that will be indicated. To prepare some references
to (3.18) and (3.19), note that the terms occurring in them do not depend on ϕ′;
see (3.11). For any two ϕ,ϕ′ ∈ Φ, we have that
•gϕ
′
(µϕ) =
{
[[aϕkϕ−1, b
ϕ
kϕ−1 ]]
e, if ϕ′ = ϕ,
∆, if ϕ′ 6= ϕ, by (3.18) and (4.65); (4.77)
β2
ϕ′
(µϕ) =
{
β
ϕ
(µϕ), if ϕ′ = ϕ,
∆, if ϕ′ 6= ϕ, by (3.18) and (4.77); (4.78)
γϕ
′
2 (µ
ϕ) =
{
γϕ(µϕ), if ϕ′ = ϕ,
∆, if ϕ′ 6= ϕ, by (3.19) and (4.77); (4.79)
αϕ
′
2 (µ
ϕ) =
{
αϕ, if ϕ′ = ϕ,
∆, if ϕ′ 6= ϕ, by (3.18)–(3.19) and (4.78)–(4.79); (4.80)
β3
ϕ′
(µϕ) =
{
βϕ, if ϕ′ = ϕ,
∆, if ϕ′ 6= ϕ, by (4.80); (4.81)
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γϕ
′
3 (µ
ϕ) =
{
γϕ, if ϕ′ = ϕ,
∆, if ϕ′ 6= ϕ, by (4.80); (4.82)
δ3
ϕ′
(µϕ) =
{
δϕ, if ϕ′ = ϕ,
∆, if ϕ′ 6= ϕ by (4.81) and (4.82). (4.83)
Finally, if we apply the quaternary term αϕ
′
2 (µ
ϕ) from (4.73) to the quadruple
〈~α, ~β,~γ, ~δ〉 defined in (4.56), then we do this componentwise. Hence, it follows from
(4.80) that
αϕ
′
2 (~α,
~β,~γ, ~δ) = 〈∆, . . . ,∆, αϕ′ ,∆, . . . ,∆〉, (4.84)
where αϕ
′ ∈ Z[ϕ′] is in the ϕ′-th component of L defined in (4.55). Using (4.81)–
(4.83), we obtain similarly that
β3
ϕ′
(~α, ~β,~γ, ~δ) = 〈∆, . . . ,∆, βϕ′ ,∆, . . . ,∆〉 (4.85)
γϕ
′
3 (~α,
~β,~γ, ~δ) = 〈∆, . . . ,∆, γϕ′ ,∆, . . . ,∆〉 (4.86)
δ3
ϕ′
(~α, ~β,~γ, ~δ) = 〈∆, . . . ,∆, δϕ′ ,∆, . . . ,∆〉. (4.87)
Let S := [~α, ~β,~γ, ~δ]lat, the sublattice of L generated by {~α, ~β,~γ, ~δ}. The elements of
L described in (4.84)– (4.87) belong to S since they are obtained from the generators
of S with the help of lattice terms. It follows from Lemma 3.2 that
for every εϕ
′ ∈ Equ(Z[ϕ′]), 〈∆, . . . ,∆, εϕ′ ,∆, . . . ,∆〉 ∈ S, (4.88)
where εϕ
′
is the ϕ′-th component. Since each element of L is the join of elements
of form (4.88), L = S. Hence, L is four-generated, and part (B) of the theorem has
been proved.
Next, we turn our attention to part (A). There are four cases to deal with.
Case 1. We assume that 7 ≤ n = n′ − 1 and n is odd. Let d := len(n); see (3.51),
and let m1 := d. By (3.51), m1 = len(n
′), n = m1 + 4; and n′ = m1 + 5; compare
the last two equalities to (4.19). Since n ≥ 7, we have that d := m1 ≥ 3. Hence,
〈1, 1〉 ∈ tra(d, d − 1) = tra(d,m1 − 1) either by (4.9) and (4.10), if d > 3, or by
(4.12), if d = 3. Thus, we can let p1 = q1 = 1 and, for i ∈ {2, . . . , d+2}, pi = qi = 0
according to (4.10), (4.15), (4.16), and (4.18). By Remark 4.3, we can disregard
the stipulation pi + qi > 0. Similarly, instead of going after (4.14), Remark 4.3
allows us to take w1 := 1. Then the lattice given in (4.20) is clearly (isomorphic
to) Part(n) × Part(n′), whereby this direct product is four-generated by part (B)
of the theorem, as required.
Case 2. We assume that either 7 ≤ n < n′ − 1 and n is odd, or 7 < n < n′ and n
is even. By (3.51), m1 := len(n) is smaller than m2 := len(n
′) and d := m1 is at
least 3. As in Case 1, 〈1, 1〉 belongs to tra(d,m1 − 1). By (4.10), so do 〈1, 0〉 and
〈0, 1〉. So we can let 〈p1, q1〉 := 〈1, 0〉 if n is odd, and we can let 〈p1, q1〉 := 〈0, 1〉
if n is even; this choice complies with (4.15). Similarly, let 〈p2, q2〉 := 〈1, 0〉 if n′ is
odd and 〈p2, q2〉 := 〈0, 1〉 if n′ is even. Since m2 > m1 = d and both numbers are
odd, m2 − d − 1 from (4.16) is positive. Hence, it follows from (4.11) and (4.13)
that the choice of 〈p2, q2〉 complies with (4.16). Choosing the rest of pi’s and qi’s
to be 0 and all the wi’s to be 1, as in Case 1, the lattice given in (4.20) turns into
Part(n)× Part(n′), and part (B) completes this case as previously.
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Since all possibilities with 7 ≤ n have been settled, the rest of the cases will
assume that n ∈ {5, 6}.
Case 3. We assume that n ∈ {5, 6} and n′ ∈ {5, 6}. This means that n = 5 and
n′ = 6, because n < n′. While dealing with this case, ~0 and ~1 will denote the two
1-dimensional bit vectors. Let ϕ = 〈1, 1, 1,~1〉 and ϕ′ = 〈1, 0, 1,~0〉. Since |Z[ϕ]| =
nϕ = 5 and |Z[ϕ′]| = nϕ′ = 6, it suffices to show that Equ(Z[ϕ]) × Equ(Z[ϕ′]) is
four-generated. Using (4.41) and (4.45), a simplified version of the technique used
for part (B) yields in a straightforward way that Equ(Z[ϕ])×Equ(Z[ϕ′]) is indeed
four-generated; the tedious details are omitted.
Case 4. We assume that n ∈ {5, 6} but n′ /∈ {5, 6}. Then m := len(n) = 1, n′ ≥ 7,
and m′ := len(n′) ≥ 3. It is important that m < m′. We let ϕ = 〈1, s, t,~0〉
where ~0 is 1-dimensional, 〈s, t〉 = 〈1, 1〉 if n = 5, and 〈s, t〉 = 〈0, 1〉 if n = 6.
With the m′-dimensional “unit vector” ~1 = 1m
′
= 〈1, . . . , 1〉, we let ϕ′ = 〈1, 1, 1,~1〉
if n′ is odd while we let ϕ′ = 〈1, 0, 1,~1〉 if n′ is even. Based on (4.24), m <
m′, and (4.40), a simplified version of the technique used for part (B) yields that
Equ(Z[ϕ])×Equ(Z[ϕ′]) = Equ(n)×Equ(n′) is four-generated; the straightforward
tedious details are omitted again. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
Proof of Corollary 4.1. Keeping the notation of Theorem 4.4 in effect, assume that
d ≥ 3. For i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d+1}, we letmi = d+2i. (Note thatmd+2 is not used here.)
Since tra(d,m1− 1) = tra(d, d+ 1) contains 〈1, 1〉 by (4.9) and (4.10), (4.15) allows
us to chose 〈p1, q1〉 = 〈1, 1〉. Similarly, 〈1, 1〉 ∈ tra(m2−d,m2−d−1) = tra(4, 3) by
(4.9) and (4.10), so (4.16) allows us to let 〈p2, q2〉 := 〈1, 1〉. For i ∈ {3, 4, . . . , d+1},
tra(d+3−i,mi−d−1) = tra(d+3−i, 2i−1), which contains 〈1, 1〉 since d+3−i ≥ 2
and we can apply (4.9) and (4.10). Hence, (4.18) complies with 〈pi, qi〉 = 〈1, 1〉. So
if we reduce wi down to 1, which is possible by Remark 4.3, then
Part(d+ 6)×Part(d+ 7)×Part(d+ 8)×· · ·×Part(3d+ 7)
is four-generated
}
(4.89)
by Theorem 4.4 since
n′1 = m1 + 4 = d + 6, n
′′
1 = m1 + 5 = d + 7, n
′
2 = m2 + 4 =
d+2·2+4 = d+8, . . . , n′′d+1 = md+1+5 = d+2(d+1)+5 = 3d+7. (4.90)
Now there are two cases. First, if n ≥ 9 is odd, then we can let n′1 := n. This
defines d as n − 6 by (4.90), and 3d + 7 equals 3(n − 6) + 7 = 3n − 11 ≥ 3n − 14.
Second, if n ≥ 9 is even, then we let n′′1 := n. Then d = n − 7 by (4.90), which
leads to 3d + 7 = 3n − 14. In both cases, the corollary follows from (4.89) and
Remark 4.3. 
Proof of Corollary 4.2. We can assume that u is a (large) even number, so u = 2v
for, say, 9 ≤ v ∈ N+. In harmony with the notation used in Theorem 4.4, let
d := 4v+1 and, for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , v}, let mi := 8v+2i−1. Similarly to the previous
proof, mi for i outside the chosen index set will be disregarded and wi from (4.14)
will be replaced by 1. For i ∈ {3, 4, . . . , v},
sba(d,m1 − 1) = sba(4v + 1, 8v)
(4.8)
≥
(
8v − 1
4v
)
≥ 8v − 1 ≥ 4v,
sba(m2 − d,m2 − d− 1) = sba(4v + 2, 4v + 1)
(4.8)
≥
(
4v
2v
)
≥ 4v,
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sba(d+ 3− i,mi − d− 1) = sba(4v + 4− i, 4v + 2i− 3)
(4.8)
≥
(
4v + 2i− 4
2v + i− 2
)
≥ 4v + 2i− 4 ≥ 4v.
Hence, (4.15), (4.16), and (4.17) together with Remark 4.3 allow that p1 = q1 =
p2 = · · · = qv := 2v = u. Then n′1, n′′1 , n′2, n′′2 , . . . , n′v, n′′v are u = 2v consecutive
numbers and the corollary follows from Theorem 4.4. 
5. Facts and statistical analysis achieved with the help computer
programs
5.1. Estimating confidence intervals. In this section, we are going to use some
well-known facts of statistics; see, for example, Hodges and Lehmann [10, page
255], Lefebvre [12, Chapter 6.2], and mainly Mendenhall, Beaver and Beaver [13,
around page 60]. For a beginner in statistics, like the first author, it is not so easy
to extract the necessary tools from the literature with little effort. Hence, we recall
and summarize what we need from statistics. Note that an event of a binomial
model corresponds to a random variable with two possible values, 0 and 1; this
allows us to simplify what follows below. Note also that for a large k,
√
k/(k − 1)
is very close to 1; for example, it is 1.000020000 (up to nine digits) for k = 25000.
Hence, if we replaced k − 1 by k in (5.1) as some sources of information do, then
the error would be neglectable (and smaller than what rounding can cause).
Assume that an experiment has only two possible outcomes: “success” with
probability p and “failure” with probability q := 1 − p but none of p and q is
known. In order to obtain some information on p, we take a random sample, that
is, we repeat the experiment k times independently. Let s denote the number of
those experiments that ended up with “success”. Then, of course,
we estimate p by p := s/k, (5.1)
but we also would like to know how much we can rely on this estimation. Therefore,
we let q := 1− p, pick a “confidence level” αconf ∈ (0, 1) ⊂ R, we let
σ :=
√
p · q
k − 1 , (5.2)
and we determine the positive real number z(αconf) from the equation
αconf =
∫ z(αconf)
−z(αconf)
1√
2pi
· e−x2/2dx. (5.3)
Note that the function to be integrated in (5.3) is the so-called density function of
the standard normal distribution and the z(αconf) for many typical values of αconf
are given in practically all books on statistics. In this paper, to maintain five-digit
accuracy, we are going to use the values given in Table 2. Finally, we define the
confidence interval I(αconf) to be [ p− z(αconf)σ, p+ z(αconf)σ ]. (5.4)
Let us emphasize that while p is a concrete real number, the confidence interval
is random, because it depends on a randomly chosen sample. Even if we take
another k-element sample with the same k (that is, we repeat the experiments k
times again), then (with very high probability in general) we obtain a different
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αconf 0.900 0.950 0.990 0.999
z(αconf) 1.64485 1.95996 2.57583 3.29053
Table 2. z(αconf) for some confidence levels αconf; taken from
https://mathworld.wolfram.com/ConfidenceInterval.html
confidence interval. We cannot claim that the confidence interval I(αconf) surely
contains the unknown probability p. However, statistics says that
with probability at least αconf, I(αconf) contains p. (5.5)
Next, assume that G is a given subset of a large finite set F . (For example, and
this is what is going to happen soon, F can be the set of all four-element subsets
of Part(n), for n ∈ {4, 5, . . . , 9}, and G can be {H ∈ G : [H]lat = Part(n)}.) We
know the size |F | of F but that of G is usually unknown for us. We would like to
obtain some information on |G|; this task is equivalent to getting information on
the portion p := |G|/|F |. With respect to uniform distribution, p is the probability
that a randomly selected element of F belongs G. Take a k-element sample, that is,
select k members of F independently, and declare “success” if a randomly chosen
member belongs to G. With a fixed confidence level αconf, compute the confidence
interval I(z(αconf)) according to (5.3) and (5.4). Then we conclude from (5.4) and
(5.5) that
with probability at least αconf, the k-element sample has been
chosen so that (p− z(αconf)σ) · |F | ≤ |G| ≤ (p+ z(αconf)σ) · |F |.
}
(5.6)
5.2. Computer programs. The authors, working with computers independently,
have developed two disjoint sets of computer programs; all data to be reported
in (this) Section 5 were achieved by these programs. Furthermore, a sufficient
amount of these data, including ν(4) = 50 and ν(5) = 5 305 from Table 4, were
achieved independently by both authors, with different programs, different attitudes
to computer programming, and different computers. This fact gives us a lot of
confidence in our programs and the results obtained by them even if some results
that needed too much performance from our computers and programs were achieved
only by one of the above-mentioned two settings.
The first setting includes some programs written in Bloodshed Dev-Pascal v1.9.2
(Freepascal) under Windows 10 and also in Maple V. Release 5 (1997); these pro-
grams are available from the website of the first author; see the list of publica-
tions there. The strategy is to represent a partition by a lexicographically or-
dered list of its blocks separated by zeros. For example, for n = 8, the partition
{{4, 6}, {1, 5, 3, 7}, {2, 8}} is represented by the vector
〈1, 3, 5, 7, 0, 2, 8, 0, 4, 6, 0,−1,−1,−1,−1,−1,−1〉 (5.7)
where −1 means that there is no more block. This representation is unique, which
allows us to order any set of partitions lexicographically. The benefit of this lexico-
graphic ordering is that it takes only O(t) step to decide if a given partition belongs
to a t-element set of partitions; this task occurs many times when computing sub-
lattices generated by four partitions. The collection of all partitions of {1, 2, . . . , n}
was computed recursively by a Maple program. This collection was saved into a
txt file. After inputting this file, the hard job of generating sublattices was done by
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Pascal programs, which took care of efficiency in some ways. Since all the partitions
were input by these Pascal programs into an array, a random partition was selected
by selecting its index as a random number of the given range. Note that Maple
was also used to do some computations, trivial for Maple, to obtain some numbers
occurring in this section; see, for example, the numbers in Table 3.
The second set consist of programs written in R (64 bit, version 3.6.3) and Python
3.8 which works well with any operating system. Implementing the urn model of
Stam [17] in R, random members of Part(n) were selected in a sophisticated way
as follows; note that this method does not require that Part(n) be stored in the
computer. The method consists of two steps. First, choose a positive integer u
according to the probability distribution
P (u = j) =
jn
e · j! · Bell(n) , j ∈ N
+, (5.8)
where e is the well-known constant limj→∞(1+1/j)j . It is pointed out in Stam [17]
that
∑∞
j=1 P (u = j) = 1, so (5.8) is indeed a probability distribution. Fortunately,
the series in (5.8) converges very fast and
∑2n
j=1 P (u = j) is very close to 1. Hence,
though the program chose u from {1, 2, . . . , 2n} rather than from N+, the error
is neglectable. In the next step, put the numbers 1, 2, . . . , n into u urns at
random, according to the uniform distribution on the set of urns. Finally, the
contents of the nonempty urns constitute a random partition that we were looking
for. The implementation of partitions involved importing sympy (external library
with functions for computing Partitions) into Python. Additionally, itertool which
is a built-in function in Python was necessary for computing various combinations
for the four partitions of which meets and joins were evaluated. The combination
of these two functions was crucial for the computation of the sublattices generated
by the four partitions.
The lion’s share of the computation was done on a desktop computer with AMD
Ryzen 7 2700X Eight-Core Processor 3.70 GHz. With the speed 3.70 GHz, the
total amount of “pure computation time” was a bit more than two and a half
weeks; see Tables 4 and 5. By “pure computation time” we mean that a single
copy of the program was running without being disturbed by other programs and
without letting the computer go to an idle state. The whole computation took
more than a month because of several breaks when the computer was idle or it was
turned off or it was used for other purposes.
5.3. Data obtained by computer programs. The results obtained by comput-
ers are given in Tables 4 and 5. In particular, Table 4 gives the number ν(n) of
four-element generating sets for n ∈ {4, 5, 6}; see also (1.1) where the notation ν(n)
is defined. Clearly, ν(7) cannot be determined by our programs and computers,
although this task might be possible with thousands or millions of similar comput-
ers working jointly for a few years or so. (But this is just a first impression not
supported by real analysis.)
Table 5 shows what we have obtained from random samples. For a given n, let
p = p(n) := ν(n) ·
(
Bell(n)
4
)−1
; (5.9)
this is the exact theoretical probability that a random four-element subset of
Part(n) generates Part(n). In accordance with (5.1), p = p(n) is s/k; the table
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n 7 8 9(
Bell(n)
4
)
24 480 029 875 12 222 513 708 615 8 330 299 023 110 190
Table 3. The number of four-element subsets of Part(n) for n ∈ {7, 8, 9}
contains 100p up to five digits. The least and the largest endpoints of the confi-
dence interval I(αconf) are denoted by αconf∗ and αconf∗, respectively. For example,
with this notation, [0.999∗, 0.999∗] is the confidence interval I(0.999).
In order to enlighten the meaning of Table 5 even more, consider, say, the entries
of its last two rows in the column for n = 7. Taking (5.6) and Table 3 also into
account, we obtain that
[0.0157753, 0.0159877] contains p(7) with probability 0.999 and (5.10)
[3.86180 · 108, 3.91381 · 108] contains ν(7) with probability 0.999. (5.11)
However, let us note the following. From rigorous mathematical point of view, not
even ν(7) ≥ 2 is proved by Table 5. Indeed, it is theoretically possible (although
very unlikely) that all the 238 223 generating sets the program found after fifteen
million experiments are the same. The right interpretation of (5.10) and (5.11) is
that if very many lattice theorists and statisticians pick random samples of the same
size (that is, they pick fifteen million four-elements subsets of Part(n) and count
the generating sets among them), then these samples give many different intervals
but approximately 99.9 percent of these colleagues find intervals that happen to
contain p(7) and ν(7), respectively. We the authors hope that we belong to these
99.9 percent.
When only Proposition 3.3, Table 4 and so ν(4), ν(5), and ν(6) were only known,
it was not clear whether limn→∞ p(n) is zero or not. But now, based on experi-
ence with generating sets of Equ(n) and Table 5, we risk formulating the following
conjecture.
Conjecture 5.1. The set {p(n) : 4 ≤ n ∈ N+} has a positive lower bound.
It would be too early to formulate the rest of our feelings as a conjecture, so we
formulate it as an open problem.
Problem 5.2. Is it true that
p(6) > p(7) ≤ p(8) ≤ p(9) ≤ p(10) ≤ p(11) ≤ . . .
and, for all 4 ≤ n ∈ N+, p(n) ≥ 3/200? Note that we already know from Table 4
that p(4) > p(5) > p(6) > 3/200.
Since p(6) is exactly known, our confidence in p(6) > p(7) at least 0.999. How-
ever, we are not really confident in, say, p(8) ≤ p(9) even if this inequality is more
likely to hold than to fail.
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